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At the regular meeting of the

"Village Trustees and Mayor of
Roy Monday evening, an. ordinance was unanimously passed
'"to issue $45,000.00 Bonds for
the Water Works, voted, last
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Red Cross News

,

An Ordinance Providing $45,000.00 Bonds
Unanimously Adopted. ,

Cpunty AssesorAbel Madrid,
came to Roy Monday and listed
property during the day at W.IL
Wilkox's office. Tuesday morning he appointed Remijio Lopez
as his deputy, for' this precinct
and he has since been busy at
Judge Foster's office where you
may find him at any time during

Mrs. Ollie Williams of Solano, Red Cross, Work in January..
late teacher in the Boys Reform
During the month of January
School at ' Springer, and. James the Roy Chapter (of the Red
bond,; and it is hereby certified and W. Johnson, Jr. (A brother to
has made and shipped the
recited that all the requirements of VVm. G. Johnson, postmaster at Cross
following garments for refugees:.
law haver beern fully .complied with by
the proper officers of said village in the Roy) went to Tucumcari last
issue of this bond, ami that the total week and returned. Sunday as 80 under garments, shipppPFeb.
debt of said village, including that of husband and wife. They thought
4th.
this bond, does not exceed any limit
20 pairs o socks and 3 sweaters,
of indébtedhess prwcTibedJjy the con- they were fooling their friends
New
stitution or laws of the State of
with' a story that.she was going knitted, .shipped 24th.
Mexico, and that provision has been
to California etc. but. we were Large Box Refugee Garments,
madé for tb levy and! collection of an
property
not as bad fooled as.they tho't. Shipped Jan. 26th..
alT
taxable
annual tax upore
within such village sufficient to pay
The bride i3one of. our most
the interest ore ami to extinguish the
Therecwas a small atíendánce
"homesteadeis and
principal of this bond when the same enthusiastic
is4
has made good. at. sfarming as during, January and th&same
becomes due.
they,
February
but
The faith and credit of the village well as teaching., list two years still true in
of Roy are hereby pledged for the experience training; bad boys at are indefatigable workers and.
punctual payment of the principal and;
mush., Una-- r
the Reform School leads, us to be have accomplished
interest of tii's bond.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF the board' lieve she will be able to. reform voidable detention is the reason,
of
of trustees of th Village of Roy ha
his. chronic, bachellor assigned for the absence
caused' this- bond to be signed by th Jim from
workers.
many,
mayor and clerk of said village, under ways and make a.v.ery docile and
the seal', of the village ana counter- obedient benedict of him. Here
A. R. C. Social !,
signed by its treasurer, as of the first
is wishing,them.nQ.endof happiday of November, A. D., 1918.
M'aywr. ness.
Ai special meetingi.of the execAttest::
Now if only Bill. Noffke and uting committee of the Red Cross,
Hoskins will find victims and get Saturday night, Feb. 8th, to atVillage cierk.
married. there. will. not be many tend to emergency.business
Countersigned:
matrimonial slackers left in that
All members aw. urged to be.
Village Treasurers.
'
neighborhood,.
present.
COUPON)'
OF
(FORM

x

Ordinance No. 22, 1919.
FINAL ORDINANCE.
An Ordinance providing for the is
suance of negotiable coupon bonds of
the Village of Roy, State of New Mex' '
v
ico, to the amount of $45,000.00 for
year.
,
water
works
of
the
construction'
a
The ordinance appears in. this
system in and for said village, preand the Bonds
issue of the S-scribing, the form of said bonds and of
the interest coupons théreto annexed,
will be issued and sold in due
We want to again urge the providing for the levy of an annual
process.
,
to come tax to pay the interest on said bonds,
The plan now is to buy the five people of this precinct
and ta provide A sinking fund for the.
.
:
Al
property for taxat rj"aiscnarge
.i
me principal
tmjreuit u
pi iL.
lots between the oil tanks and and list theic
details
fixing
here,
other
maturity,
and
the
if
is
N
the Base Ball park, abutting on ion, while the assessor
the
issue.
of
you
for
listed
and.drill a you don't it will be
WHEREAS, at an election called
the R. R. house-trac- k
it should and held in the Village of Roy, County
well, 800 to 1100 feet in depth, and may be more than
certañity of 25 per of Mora State of New Mexico, on the
or till the water strata is pierced be and the
April, 1918, ih all respects
increase your 2nd day ofcompliance
with the constiin strict
for a sufficient supply and- erect cent penalty will
to pay it. tution and law3 of the State of New
pumping and storage equipment tax and. you will have
the
Whether vou" approve of the Mexico, more than a majority of who
and Jay water mains on the
village,
qualified
said
of
electors
method or not. it is the law and had paid a property tax therein dur
principal streets.
by it, so dont ing the preceding year, voted affirmaRoy is going to get in line for you have to abide
by neglecting tively for the issuance of negotiable
the big things that are coming invite
coupon bonds of said village to the
assessment.
'the
aggregate amount of $45,000.00 for
for the near future and 'this is your partof
the purpose of providing funds for the
taken.
has
she
long
stride
the first
of a water works system
construction
of
Here's hoping it will be' better Homestead Lodge I.O.O.F.
in and for said village, and
They
WHEREAS, it is necessary to now
than the fondest hopes of the Roy is getting busy again.
to
candidates
the form of said bonds and
prescribe
of
line
long
have
a
village administration.
coupons thereto annexthe
interest
of
initiate and give the degrees to, ed and to fix the other details of the
$30.00
No
Rev. O. W. Hearn has rented and will start next Wednesday issue
May
THEREFORE, Be it Ordained On the 1st day of November, A- - D., N. Stayat-Home-s
.Those A.R.C HeifefcCalvea
the room in the rear of Atty. J-- evening.. Now will be a good by NOW Board
of Trustees of the Vil- 19
the
eoun
Roy,
Mora
Village
of
regularly
the
attending
sign
doing,
start
is
time to
Lusks office. He
lage of Roy. State of New Mexico:
ty, New Mexico, will pay tfee bearer
At last therat are definite
painting and fancy lettering. again now that the war 13 over. Section 1, That for the purpose of Thirty and 0
fieo. VV. Ames hands us the
Dollars, in gold
from the Denver, Head
for cori- His skill is attested by the new the flu and the weather and the providing the necessary funds
following Boem. addressed to the
system
and
water
in
works
a
structing
Quarters
of the A. R. G, Heifer
8tandsrd
h
drop curtain at the Picture Show. bad. roads are in the past and it or the Village of Roy, County, of Mora,
the
mothers
oi
banking
aUche
fineness,
of weight and
Calf drive and .the disjosition, to
See him about your sign writing. wilfdo you good to get out again State of New Mexico, there shall be house of Chase National: Bank, in the which waa written by a soldier
There, will be a lunch at this and hereby is ordered and directed to City of New York, U. S;. A., being six in France and seat home to his be made of them.
be issued the negotiable coupon bonds months' interest on Roy
The suggestion is, that, when
up
the
given
has
Gilstrap
Will
writer Works
meeting the 19th.
of said Village of Roy to the aggregate (Bonwi, Series of November 1, 1918.
weather cooditionsacfi. favorable
job as Mailcarrier on the Mills
amounf of Forty Five Thousand and
lf
signature)
A. R. C. Calves be rounded
shall
be
bonds
of
charge
Said
in
be
conditions
Dollars.
0
Route and will
If weather and road
You say; he cauft stand the acaay. the
Bonds,
Water Works
and sold at.a, special, auction
Villagj Treasurer.
the Roy Telephone Exchange in continue to improve it is thóught designatedJ"Roy
The life is, too ruuta lor him! up
Series of November 1, 1318," shall be
vilr
giving it as. wide publicity
mayor
Section
4.
arid
That
the
e,
sa
go
out
will
will
future. Joe Gilstrap
u ij uay better
forty five in number, numbered from lage clerk
that Saturday, March 8th,
Village of Roy are Do youthi&k
said
of
possible.
as
inclusive,
and
JjB.Lusk
five,
both
to the farm of Atty.
he th& time to have the dedica- one to forty
Than 8onue other mothers. Tom
hereby authorized! tttti directed to
the denomination of $1,000.00 each;
'
Ata meeting, of the, Executive
and farm this summer and Claud tion and institution ceremonials of
such
in
to
prepared'
as
cause
form
be
on Jim!
shall bear date, November. 1, 1918, and
of the Roy' Chapter
herecomply
with,
will
provisions
Committee.
the
Brashears will carry the mail of Acacia, Lodge, A. F. & A. M. shall become due and, payable on th
Yo'i brought him uh like a girl,
aoupons
of,
bonds
and
hereinbe&re
the
evening, the
Saturday,
absodxinW; is held last
from M1II3. Route a change m at Roy. Arrangements are being first day of November, 1948, the
described, and wfant so prepared said . ie dosea't smoke or.
bonds,
said
of
maturity
of
date
lute
and discus3
up
was
taken
mattec
'
business all around and all better made toward this end and all and each of said bonds shall be pay bonds shall be executed by feeing sign'your brag.
Gg-de- n
thaJtlrvin
satisfied with the arrangement, members of the Lodge and Order able at thd option of the Village of ed by said maeiHV attested bjy said If all the rest of the boys were" ed with, the result
and,
village
.countersigned,
attend,
by
Its
clerk,
appointed
to
' like him,
Sf was
'
,, ,
are urged to bear it in mind and Roy at any time beforedaytheofmaturity
iuwm- - village treaurer, with the corporate
after the first
collection and disposition
the
to
Miss Lora Hanna,. óne of the be prepared for the time ot your thereof,
!
Yilliag-impressed hereon,
'eal of said
What would become . of the
bcr, 1938.
..donated
of the A. EL C, Calves
school teachers of Roy,., haaso life wheii they'd get to it.
Section 2. Thai said bonds sholt bi and each of tiie interest coupons there
Flag?;
"
V
to
annexed
shall
by
he
executed
the
into this Chapter.
payable to bearer, and shall
far recovered from he? broken
signature ot You. say, "Let; the . rough Class
'
terest from date thereof at tite rate lithographfr
belief that the best
weeks,
ago
some
acquired
arm
f It is our
Phil Miller, of Mosquero, came of six per centum per annum,, payable the1 village treasurer of sja'd. village,
fighting.
do
the
results will be obtained b" letwhile learning to skate, that. she down-fowon the 1st days of May and. after their execution said bands
Dawson Wednesday
beans
used,
the
to
They
are
ting the calves remain with the
can again take her place- - iu. the andiwillbe at home fvr a time. and December, each year, which in- shall be delivered to the purchaser of
of interest to date of ma- the same from the board, of trustees and the stew.":
stallments
give.up
to.
had
herds from which they were giv-e- r
Roy school but
He and hi . mother will make turity of principal shall be evidenced of said Village of Roy, upon the pay-the
with
classed
glad
I'm
until conditions will make
her practice in music for.a. while proof on. their homesteads this by appropriate coupons anexed to each ment the purchase price therefor, I'm
roughnecks,
proceeds
and
the
and sale practical.
from
sale
derived
delivery
bond,
the
both
principal
and
interest
and
the
yet.
summer.
lhall be payable in gold coin of the of said bonds shall be placed in a speWho will fight for the Red, We therefore urge all parties
United States of America, of or equal cial fund, to be used solely for the purWhite, inililue.
who have branded a calf for the
The elemiminatiom.ofi all: the
son of Juan de Mata to the present standard of weight and pose of paying the cost of constructMares
R.
ing
1&
y
from
a
the
water
payable
at
be
system
rs..
fineness,
works
shall
in
and
and for You say his girl couldn't stand it Red Cross to hold it until ar
young people under
Mares oí Roy, returned home banking house of Chase National Bank, said village.
UnRoy.
in.
the
rangements can be made to get
the Victor, Class
To see him off. with the re at.
Section 5 That there shall be lev'
week. He was at the Front in the City of New York, U. S. A.
this
Sunday
ion Sunday School last.
Section 3. That each of said bonds ied each year hereafter from 1918 to Don't you think she'd be glad he them all together.
and
wounded
was
and
France
and each of the Interest coupons there- 1947, both years inclusive, upon all the
If there are any who can,npt
createb quite a c'ass. of. Bible in
enlisted
a. kmg term in a base to., annexed, shall be in substantially taxable property within said Village
had
has
u
any reason,
Students. To belong to the
WhQn. she felt a German's hot keep them longer for
hospital,, but 'is, well on toward the following form, t:
of Roy, a tax sufficient to produce the
please deliver them, to Mr. Qgden
must be past 18 and.
(Form of Bond)
sum ri Two Thousand Seven Hundred
breath on her breast?
recovery
Raw.
.ar.evclasses.,on
be. cared for
United States of America.
0
but there
at Roy and the.y
Dollars, annually, for the
and
'
sides ox
f
State of New Mexico, Countyof Mora purpose of paying the interest on said Think of the women in Belguim, until sold. Ponprs will be given
'
Village of Roy
Tom Smith,. Roland Siler. Reu
Of the cruelties they had to preference
bonds.
if they wish to buy
Gajd-ne- r
WORKS BONDS
WATER
ROY
B.
Reece
Section1 6. That on the first day of
Gancia,
and
ben
bear.
Mrs.F. A. Róy,3bbcnu3sifr
of November 1, 1918.
they donated,
Series
' Roy
calves
back the
May, 1918, if sufficient tax has not
Soldier No".
ara four aaore
$1,000.00
Do you want the same to happen
f enng for the past
on
to
collected
been
due
pay
in.tere.st
th Boys, who artiived home Tuesday.
' To your innocent daughter so
The Village "of Roy. in the County of
said date on said bonds, the deficiency
and State of New Mexico, hereby
Mora
to
permited
of tham were
None
fund
paid,
general
the
be
shall
fair?
ml
Miss Margaret Kennedy youngbatter but not aide to ha out yet.
acknowledges itself to be indebted and
go acir&ut tlsey have the bene hereby promises
tax of geld village, which said fund Thank God that the Sj&rs'in old
to pay to bearer One
daughter of Mrs. Henry Farr
est
reimfit of training which sends them Thousor.a and
Dollars, in gold to the amount so paid shall be
0
Glory
colliving
with Mrs. Ogden and
is
is
tax
Mrs. Chas. Weatherill,
Sufficient
came home better than when they Coin of
States o f America, bursed as Soon as
provis-ion- s
kind
th?
not
with
with
that
blurred
Are
school
at golanp for $e
accordance
in
lected
from Mills Saturday and went away.
of or equal to the present standard oi
five hereof.
receiv
sect.on
value
of
,f
or
fineness;
and
mutual
'of
rek
stains
of
the wintfF:
visited the parental R. A. PendSection 7. That for the purpose oi
Tom Wth has gone the other ed, on the 1st day of November, A. D.
'
militen
ten
Djcause
are
there
arrangement
leton home.
,
f
í'JFd ÍW the
.oviding a nj
soldier boys one better by bring- 1918, with' interest thereon at th; rate,
roughnecks,
six per centum, per annum, payable domption of eJ!h1 bond3 at maturity
ing a bride home with him. He
on the 1st days of May fchnre shall bfi levied each ywkX. between
Whg h,ave red blood in their
Vandalism '
Dick Pendleton and a part 0?
in too bashful to tell us all about and November, in each year, upon pre- 1923, arid 1947, both years inclusive",
veinsi
When Fr. Vachpn and the it but we dont blame him in
property within
sentation
and surierider of the annex
family are down with the
taxable
his.
a'.l
the
upon
the ed coupons and this bord as thy sevsaid Village of Roy, a tax sufficient to They go and drill in bad weather Flu. Nothing serious so far.
workmen went . to prepare the least.
.
erally become due, both principal and produce the sum of One Thousand
new Sister3 house for the coming
And come in with a grin or
interest pRyable at the banking hoiine Elirht Hundred and
Dollars
0
of
of the Ladies from the east, they
Chase
Bank,
National
in
City
of
tha
Will Gilstrap and family movi
their tace,
annually..
found half or more of the win- ed into the telephone office and New York, .U. S. A.
stWTs?
Section' 8, That we annual taxc. While your" 'uarlintf feits
in the
The Village
Roy
the Trovided in sections live and seven
When are Vou going to start up"
dows broken by throwing rocks Pink Gunn and family moved to right, however, toof pay andreserves
redeemjthis hereof shall be extended upen the tax
parlor
ag&iri? Come! Let3 Start.
through tnemanditwas nec the Prof. Russel residence from bond at any time before the maturity rolls
and collected" by ihs same cfljeerr
And
lets a MAN fight in his
essary to replace seven large Kitchells Tuesday. All are better thereof, after the first day of .Novem- in the same manner add at the same
V
place.'
ber, A. D., 1938.
time as taxes for general vWtfgs purpanes of glass to repair the dam- - satisfied now.
This bond is issued, by the boari of
poses, i'or said village in each of said
Maybe we do emoke and gattiblo. Polaskies Weather Forecast
trustees of the village of Roy, pursu- years mentioned in
said sections árt
to and by authority of, a voto of
The new house is a credit to
But we light as our forefathers
Dr, Murdock arrived Monday ant,
The chances are that storms
extended and collected.
the qualified electors-ovillage
Section 9. That all funds derived
Roy and it is a dirty shame that and has been the busiest man in at an election held inf saidsaid
did;
beginning Feb. Uth. will bring
village on
from the taxes mentioned in sections
vandal should have-choseitfor town out side of thfc S-office the 2nd day of April, 1918, for the five and',seven hereof shall be placed So go' warm the milk in his bottle- - an excess of cold and raw east
purpo.se of securing funds for the conan object of destruction;
An this week.
God we don't
in a separate fund to be designated
reed wind and snow to the 14th. folstruction of a water works system,
'Bonds, of 1918 Fund"
your KID.
ertort is being made to hnd out
lowed by fog and more snowto be "owned, managed and operated "Water Works
which shall be irrevocably pledged and
who did it and punish them for
The Endeavor Meeting led by by the village under the authority of used solely
storms
and blizzards, from the
for the payment of, interit. Breaking glass has seemed to Miss Gray last Sunday evening and in full conformity with the con- est and principal of said bonds when
to
16th.
20th. Cold, snowy days
Mrs. CharlofSa Stolbef
stitution of the State- - of New Mexico
mohave a fascination for . á certain was spirited and interesting but and in full conformity with the pro- due.
v
and
foggy
nights will tell tre10.
That if said Village ther of E. R: Stalberg, of the
kind of young criminals ever was cut short in order that the visions of Chapter 76 of the laws of of Section
mendously
on dumb animals
Roy shall derive any, revenue, aboye Pleaáant Vieiv dótnmcmity, died
flince there has been glass to audience might get t3 the Bap- the State of New Mexico passed ai the cose of maintenance and operation
which
are
compelled
to go unthe first regular session of the State
at the home" of Her daughter in
break. It is not likely that any tist Church in time for the ser- Legislature (Article XI, Chapter from rental from snid water works
sheltered,
and
food, and
withont
New York Christmas", eve last.
prejudice or malice was at the vices there conducted by Rev. LXXV, of the Code of 1915 of the system or from interest on the accumany
will
perish.
mulated
sink:nar fund, and the same She was past 80 years of age and
State of New Mexico); and all other
bottom of the deed but merely Dawn. Next Sunday Miss Etta lawa
If we are wrong we shall reof the State of New Mexico there be placed to the credit of the said was very feeble ' vfWn' she left
pure, unaduterated cussedness Hornbakerill preside over the unto enabling and in pursuance of an "Water Works Bonds of 1918 Fund"
joice with our critics, if no bad
in section nine hereof, and here some yem ago. She wa3 á'
for which a sound beating would Endeavor Meeting and" a good ordinance of said village, duly adopt mentioned
detelopes.
bo
actually on deposit therein,' the homesteader here for years and weather
ed, published and made a law of said
19 an effective remedy.
pro; yam is assured,
.
Village prior to the issuance of this
Continued to Page 5, Column 1:)
her husband died here."
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As a result of the strike of marine
workers the packing houses have with
drawn from the cattle market In Bue
nos Aires.
German newspapers predict that
Herr Naumann, Democratic '"tfarty
leader,, will be the first president of
the German republic,
Helslngfors forces say the Bolshe
vik army is evacuating Petrograd and
that Trotsky has moved his headquar
ters to Nljni Novgorod.
It Is provided In the draft of the
proposed new German constitution
that the president of the empire is to
be elected by the entire German peo
ple and that his term shall be seven
years.
;
.
The Poles In Posen and the Danes
In Schleswlg, refrained from taking
part In the elections to the German
national assembly. Tn Posen out of
.1,250,000, Poles entitled to vote only

LATE LIVE NEWS
i

CONDENSED RECORD OF THE
PROGRESS OF EVENT8 AT
HOME AND ABROAD.

FROM ALL SOURCES
SAYINGS, DOINGS, ACHIEVEMENTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.

Ifuiin
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I

SPANISH-AMERICA-

n ion Jtsws ssrviea.

129,000

The Atlantic fleet is reconstituted
with the return of the battle squadrons
from overseas, is now In Hampton
roads preparatory to falling for Guan
tanamo Bay, Cuba, where' winter
maneuvers will be held.
W, P. O. Harding resigned as man'
aging director of the war finance cor
poratlon because of the Increasing
pressure of duties as governor of the
Federal Reserve Board. He was sue
ceeded by Eugene Meyer, Jr., now a
director, but will retain his office as
director of the organization.
Pensions amounting to a total of
nearly $710,000 were paid from the
United States Steel and Carnegie pension fund to about 3,000 retired
of the United States Steel Cor
poration and twenty-ninsubsidiary
companies, according to the eighth
annual report on pension fund opera
tions, just Issued. A grand total of
$4,367,107 has been paid during the
eight years,-threport states, beginning with $281,457 for 1911.

Several Portugese monarchist lead
ers were reported to have been "ar
rested at various points in Portugal.
Some were captured on Montsanto
after a battle in which the insurgents
lost fifty killed and 130 wounded.
A commission consisting of four ad
miráis representing Great Britain, the
United States, France and Italy, has
been In session at Flume, inquiring
Into the occupation of various forts
along the eastern coast of the Adriatic.
Nation-widstrikes
in Great Britain and Ireland are ou
and other industries were rapidly
being tied up with sympathetic strikes,
The city of Belfast was practically
paralyzed by a 'general Strike called
In sympathy with the 40,000 shipyard
employes, who demand a forty-hou- r
e

s

e

.

week.

SPORT

BIG

GUNS

'

Wwtern Newwpaper Union Nwa
The U. S. Geological Survey

DRIVING

ÍOLSHEVIST8

FROM

A' estertr-Newspape- r

Arizona.
Work of sinking from the 1,080
foot level of the Verde Combination
shaft to the 1,300 was commenced
last month. Three shifts are em
ployed In this work and Manager
Dave Morgan is making five and six
feet a day.
At least 2,500 men have been dis
charged the last week by the Can
anea' Consolidated Copper Company
the Demócrata Mining Company and
other properties operating in the ri
cinity of Carianea, according to arrivals at Tombstone from the Mexi
can mining camp. .
In quantity of ore shipped the Je
rome Verde broke all its records in
December. Jerome Verde shipments
to the Humboldt smelter totaled 651
tons in December, against 481 in No
vember and 541 In October. October and November shi9ments were
low because of influenza and other
difficultleb.
Through the mines and mining
committee, the important duty of
safeguarding the public against wild
g
cat enterprises and
Bchemes and placing at the disposal
of the investing public ' information
which will prevent their Investing in
enterprises which cannot but fail to
be a drawback to the county; passing on legislation relative to the
mining industry clearly show the
stand which this organization has
lent to the leading industry of Yava
pal county in Arizona. A meeting
of the Arizona branch' of the Amer
lean Mining Congress was held in
that county as a result of this com
mittee's activities.
stock-jobbin-

'

h

Union News Service

Stockholm, Feb. 3. Petrograd has
been bombarded by Kronatadt artillery
and many people have been killed, according to travelers. Serious disorders
are prevalent in Petrograd. The great
fortress of Kronstadt lies about twenty miles west of Petrograd, at the head
of the Gulf of Finland. The JJolshe- vlst forces were reported Jan. 23 last
in a dispatch from Helslngfors to be
evacuating Petrograd and removing all
their stores. The Bolshevist war minister, Trotzky, was said to be transferring his headquarters to
Nlzhhl-Novgoro-

Vienna. The advance of Bolshevist
troops in the Ukraine has compelled
the Ukrlanian government, to move
the seat of its government. According
to advices received here, the government has moved from Kiev to Wlnnit-ta- ,
in Pololla, southwest of Kiev.

d

'

Us-su- ri

river front, have mutinied and
shot an officer. The Cossacks surrendered their arms and horses to the
American troops, whose' protection
they requested. The men declared
that they would no longer serve un
der Kalmikoff.
Archangel.
While they have suc
ceeded in capturing the Shenkursk
and TareseVo sectors, the Bolshevlkl
are still unable to make any Impression on the American' and allied lines
on the Dvina sector near Tulgaa. For
the second time within a Week a night
attack by 'the enemy there was repulsed by' the Americans and the
Scotch.
.
'

Airplane Sticks In Mud.
Phoenix, .Ariz. Two of the

'

four
army airplanes making the flight from
Ellington field, Texas, to San Diego
purposes, came to
grief when they landed here. None of
the party of eight military fliers was
Injured, but one of the machines was
so badly damaged In turning a complete sommersault while landing that
several days are required for repairs.
The second machine to come down
pitched forward on its nose when the
wheels stuck In the mud and then
turned completely over, smashing the
propeller and damaging the wings.
for

map-makin- g

Form New Government.,
London. With monarchists victo
ries confirmed, a national government
has been constituted In Portugal with
Senor Concelro as premier and minister of war, according to a dispatch
received from Oporto. The message
declares the monarchists control a
large part of Portugal and are await
ing the arrival of former King Manuel.
Reach Agreement.

Washington. The war revenue bill,
revised to raise $6,000,000,000 by taxation this year and $4,000,000,000 annually thereafter, assumed final form
when the Senate and House conferees
reached a complete agreement on the
measure. It will be presented to the

committed In Albuquerque during
1918, for the first time in four or
five years.
A locked mail pouch, containing a
registered package and a package of
American bankers' traveling checks,
In missing from Springer, N. M., and
is believed to have been stolen.
Grant county is to be split into
two parts if a bill introduced in the
New Mexico House of Representatives is passed. Silver City would be
the seat of one of the new counties
and Lordsburg of the other.
J. H. Crist stated that the case
against the two Indian boys, Ramon
El agua and Pilar Aripijo, charged
with connection with the death of
Alejandro Colaque, a fellow pupil of
the United States Indian School, was
dismissed at his motion.
A large amount of improvements
have been made on the Mesilla valley
Irrigation ditches this winter near Las
Cruces. The ditches are being cleared
and the banks brought to a grade Une
which adds materially to general appearances.
There Is an impression in
official circles at Santa Fé
extenthat the
sion of the New Mexico Central railroad wjll be built during 1919," connecting with the' Hagan coal fields,
which .are-- i to be opened for extensive
operations.
The Indian appropriation bill for
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1920,
which .has just passed the House of
Representatives, contains largely Increased appropriations fo New Mexico, obtained of the recommendation of Congressman W. B. Walton,
a member of the house committee on
Indian affairs.
With the introduction of twenty-fo-ur
new bills and the proposal of a
resolution ndorsmg ' the- - Susárt B. '
Anthony suffrage amendment, the
House of Representatives, operating
for the first time under its new
rules, started its third week with a
rush that surprised those who had
been predicting a monotonous session.
Mrs. J. J.' Sullivan was burned to
death in her home at- Deming.
In
some manner as she was preparing
to retire, the bed clothing came Into
contact with the stove, were set on
fire, and her nightgown was Ignited.
Her screams attracted the attention
of her
who jumped
through the window but not in time
tu save her. The Corporation Commission, has
assured General Manager Ten Eyck
of the New Mexico Central that it
approves of his efforts to give
straight passenger service to the Estancia valley, and will not attempt
to force the road to continue the
service, which began Monday, It aftrial, it is proved a failter a y
ure from a financial standpoint.
The border between New Mexico
and Mexico is a hard place to successfully conduct the business of
and those with ranches along
the line are now agitating for a high
and tight fence all along the border
The Arizona cattlemen are the active
elements in this new move, but they
expect the New Mexico stockmen to
help them and finish fencing the New
Mexico part of the line. A big cattle
,

GLASGOW
Military

Display

IS GUARDED
Is

Provoking

the

Strikers.
3.
There was no
striking developments in the labor
troubles, either on the Clyde or in
Quiet prevailed in both dis
Belfast.
tricts. In Belfast many of the churches
were obliged to abandon the evening
services, owing to lack of light. More
troops have arrived in Glasgow, where
It is now said there are 10,000. Soldiers are still mounted on the roofs
of the buildings surrounding George
square in Glasgow. The military display is provoking great resentment
among the strikers there. The industrial unrest has superseded the peace
conference as the chief topic of inter
est in Great Britain. . Many of the
leaders In the camps of capital and
labor are bringing out specifics for a
general remedy. The proposal of John
R. Clynes, the former food controller,
for an Industrial congress representing all interests, seems to be the most
popular.
London,

Feb.

Airplanes Give Entertainment.
San Diego. In the presence of more
than 30,000 persons, 125 army aviators
from the North Island aviation school
presented about .everything known to
aviation at the school's first annual
flying circus. A feature of the pro
gram, which was held during showers,
was an attack on a captive balloon at
an altitude of 1,800 feet. The occupants of the basket escaped by means
of parachutes.
.,

Baltimore, Mi "Nearly four year
I suffered from organic troubles, ner

vousness and bead
aches and every
month would have to
stay in bed most of
Treatthe time.
ments would relieve

me for a time but
my doctor was al- l wayn urging mo ur
MJiave an operation.
My sister asked me

try Lydia

rink

ham's Vegetable
y Compound bef or

flf
1

,

to

consenting

in

operation. I took
five bottles of it and

it has completely

I cured me and my
work is a pleasure. I tell all my friends
who have any trouble of this kind what
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound has done for me.
Nellie B.

Brittingham,

609

Calvertonltd.,

Balti-

more. Md.
It is only natural for any woman to
dread the thought of an operation.
women have been restored to
health by this famous remedy, Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, after
an operation has been advised that
will pay any woman who suffers from
such ailments to consider trying it before submitting to such a trying ordeaUj

it

There Are Men and Meri.
Optimist "I can tell you how to be
Slippy.''
Pessimist "What do you
nint .to be happy for?"
v

e

RECIPE FOR GRAY HAIR.
To half pint of water add 1 oz. Bi
Rum, a. small box of Barbo Compound,
oz. of glycerine. Any druggist can
ind
put this up or you can mix, it. at home at
very little cost. Full aireclions for making and use. come in each box of Barbo
Compound.
It will gradually darken
faded gray hair, and make it soft
ind glossy. It will r.ot color the scalp, is not
iticky or greasy, and does not rub ofLAdr,
Water, always finds its level and
greatness usually nmnnges to climl
where It belongs.

.

J

'

.

'.

-

son-in-la-

' " A Lady ef (Distinction.
s recognized by the, delicate faseir-nt- '
Ing influence of the perfume she uses.
bath with. Cutlcura Soap and hot
water to thoroughly cleanse the pores,
followed by a dusting with Cutlcura
Talcum Powder usually means a clear,
iweet, healthy skin. A'dvV
A

The more money a. man. has the
harder it is for him to convince the
world

stock-raisin-

company owning land in Mexico, has"
'
fenced part of the line west of El
'
'
Paso.

In a decision handed down by the
attorney general's office, the state
game warden is restrained from
granting resident game licenses to
sportsmen whose home is in another
state, but who own property, in New
Mexico. The decision is aimed primarily at El Paso hunters and fishermen who have demanded the issuance of resident game licenses
from the New Mexico office,
Speaker Sedillo introduced at the
house session H. B. No. 54 providing
for a general primary law applying
to all general elections In New Mexico. The bill provides that a primary shall be held at least sixty
days prior to holding such primary,
to the general election and that the
secretaryof state, 60 days prior
to holding
such
primary Bhall
prepare and transmit
to each
county clerk a notice designating
the offices for which candidates are
to be nominated, covering state, district or county offices and stating the
time when such primaries Bhall be
held in each precinct. The county
commissioners are empowered to
name the place and the judges for
each precinct.
'
In order to make plans for the
granting of five-yegrazing permits on., the national forests of New
Mexico and Arizona, Assistant District Foresters Chapman and Kerr
have returned to Albuquerque after
consulting all the forest supervisors
of the two states.
Between 350 and 400 pint and quart
bottles of whisky, beer and wine were
dumped into the sewer at Albuquerque. This is evidence which has been
accumulating since 1914 and which
United States Judge Colin Neblett on
dered destroyed.

he Is a fool.

1

.
"
onurn w ucium in
tnv nrMpnci. this 6th day of December.
18M.
A.
...
.
(Seal)
A. w. oieason, notary ruonc.
CATARRH MEDICINE Is tak- HALL'S
mntmo .KratiirK- th
i
' RlnnA
n'mil iiiicumuj
ttiiu.i "l
on the Mucous Surfaces of the System.

t.

--

F. J. Cheney A Co.. Toledo, Ohio.
Knowledge

and timber should be
before being put to use.

well seasoned

Keep 'our llrer sctlre, your bow.lt elete hf
liking Dr. Pleire'i 1md( Pellets n jin'lt
keep betltbj, wesltbjr sud wise. Adr.

When a man lends his influence he
seldom gets It back. , ?

Dsn't Go Froin Bid to Worse!
Are you always weak, miserable and
Then it's time you found out
what is wrong. Kidney weakness
causes much suffering from backache,
stiffness
lameness,
and rheumatic
pains, and if neglected, brings danger
of serious troubles dropsy, gravel and
Bright's disease. Don t ' delay. Use
Doan's Kidney Pili. They have
helped thousands and should help ?oi.
half-sick- ?

A New Mexico

Caie

Mrs. Alice Burch, 516
E. Third St., Roswell.
New Mexico, says: "I

had an awful attack
of kidney trouble. My
back ached and for
four or Uve months I
couldn't get out of bed
or move my limbs and
my back felt as if it
were broken. My kidneys were very weak
and I was often dizzy.
I used different kidney remedies,
wasn't helped until I
used Doan's Kidney
Pills. I soon felt like
a different woman and
continued until I was cured of the
trouble."
Ct Don's at Any Stan, 80e a Bos

but

DOAN'S- ffiy
Ki?

CO-

FOSTER-MILBUR-

BUFFALO. N.Y.

kill voaa cattle

csri'T

DY DRENCHING
Salts and oil are DANGEROUS.

Few cattle die of constipation; many of
PARALYSIS of the bowels. Jrve

LAXOTONIC

(1

ar

'

that

Htt of Ohio. Cltr of Toledo. Lúea
County sa.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he
aenlor partner- of the firm of F. J. Cheney
lc Co., doing- business in the City of To- aid firm will pay the sum of ONE HÜN- lor any case oi isurni
DKEU
by the use oí
that cannot be curedMEDICINE.
HALL'S CATARRH

90-da-

'

House shortly.

,

.

A memorial has been introduced
in the Senate asking that the War
Department continue the convalescent hospital at Camp Cody.
The records of the local police department show that no murders were

Morlarity-Albuquerqu-

Vladivostok.
The Cossacks, under
Gen. Kalmikoff, commander of the

six-Inc- h

e

Weiiern Naiynpapei- Union Nsws Strvlcc

PETROGRAD.

has
lust issued a summary showing that
there is an apparent gain in the
United States of 3 per cent In petroleum production in 1918 over DISORDERS SWEEP CITY
1917, the total in 1918 being 345,
500,000 barrels as against 335,315,
601 in 1917. .Domestic require
ments, however, for 1918 amounted MOVING STORES FROM CAPITOl
AND WILL EVACUATE
to about 397,000,000 barrels', hence
It was necessary to draw on reserve
CITY.
supplies and Import some 36,500,000
barrels from Mexico.

All 0PEHATI0Í
instead I took Lydia E. Pink
ham's Vegetable Compound
and Was Cured.

New Mexico

THE

OUT

DOCTOH URGED

Gathered From All Over

NEWS

The New York ' National League
baseball team will train at Gainesville,
Fla., next spring Instead of Marlln,
WESTERN
Tex., where it has gone for eleven sue'
Under suspension of rules, the Sen- cessive years.
ate of the Idaho Legislature unani
Jimmy Hanlon of Denver, who was
mously passed a memorial petitioning recently discharged from the tank
Congress to rename the Panama canal corps of the United States army,
In honor of the late Theodore Rooseknocked out Paddy Kelly in the fifth
velt.
bout
round of the scheduled
A young woman and her two chil at Hot Springs, Ark.
dren were burled alive in a landslide
Joe Stecher, Nebraska wrestler, deat Ladd, Wash., a small mining town feated Steve Savage at Houston,
about thirty miles southeast of Ta Texas. Stecher took the first fall in
coma, Wash., during the storm of last one hour and twelve minutes with a
week.
toe hold and body lock, and the sec
A masked bandit held up the Great ond fall with the same hold, in six
Northern Owl train just after It left minutes and ten seconds.
Samish, Wash., where he boarded it
Somewhere
in Germany,
Grover
He obtained about $10 from passen Cleveland Alexander, the $50,000 pitch
gers in me aay coacn, dui am not mo er with the Chicago Nationals, and
New Mexico.
lest passengers in the sleepers.
three other major league players atLog Cabin Mining Company,
The
The House of the Washington Leg tached to the American army of occu with an authorized capitalization of
islature passed a memorial to Con- pation, are impatiently counting the $750,000, has filed with the Stale Corgress urging the passage of a proposed days when they will board a home-boun- poration Commission Us articles of in
transport.
bill appropriating $90,000,000 for road
corporation. The company is located
construction to provide employment GENERAL
In Silver City.
discharged
soldiers and sailors.
for
The struggle between Prussia and
The drilling is now under way again
Lieut. George Phelps Leggett, a Bavaria for leadership of the German at the oil well of the Valley Oil Comyoung pursuit pilot, whose home is republic is growing Intense.
pany near Deming. The casing was
Fairfield, Iowa, was killed at Ream
A fire in the wholesale district at pulled last Sunday and the eight-Incfield, an army aviation field near San Los Angeles caused an
estimated dam bit is being used. Since the last drill
Diego, where he fell 500 feet In a age of $125,000. The burned-ove- r
area ing, mud and stones have settled In
scout plane after a collision with covered two city blocks
the bottom of the well which had to
another airplane piloted by Lieut. J.
persons
were injured, four be drilled out, and It was thought to be
Fifteen
R. Doolittle.
seriously, when the rear coach of pas- as quick to drill with the eight-incto the depth
WASHINGTON
senger train No. 106 of the Chicago, bit as with the
summer,
was
hole.
drilled
last
thus
the
new
on
revenue
the
bill Milwaukee & St. Paul railway jumped
Conferees
rescinded their adoption of the Sen- the track and crashed on its side near having a much larger hole aud, being
able to reduce again whenever It beate 20 per cent tax on amusements Burbank, S. D.
necessary.
comes
and it went back to the House on a
The proposed transatlantic airship
10 per cent rate.
flight is now set for August. AccordWyoming.
The treasury at Washington re- ing to plans revealed Tuesday, the air
ported a total from the sale of War voyage will be made from Spain to
The Illinois Pipe Line Company hap
Savings and Thrift Stamps since they Buenos Aires, and it is expected to purchased the uncompleted pipe line
were placed on the market thirteen take four days. There will be about of the Prairie Oil & Gas Company ol
'
months ago, of $1,049,000,000.
fifteen persons on board.
Oklahoma between the Union Pacific
A wagon loaded with high exploGovernment
railroad at Fort Steele, Wyo., and the
control of telephone
and telegraph properties would end sives for use in the nearby oil fields Lost Soldier and Ferris oil fields-- Flvt
line have been
next Dec. 31 under a resolution or- struck a rut in the Btreet as it was miles of the forty-mildered favorably reported by the House being driven through the residence completed and material is on the
postoffice committee by a vote of 10 section of the little town of Big Heart, ground for the remainder. Seventeen
to 8. Chairman Moon announced that Okla., and as a result nine people are producing wells, capable of a daily de
he would present the measure in the dead and a score of injured are being livery of 2,000 barrels, have been
for in the few undamaged homes drilled in the Lost Soldier field. The
House immediately and ask for a rule ca'-eof. the village.
line will be completed about May 1.
to give it right of way.
1,500
3,570
The Merrltt Oil Corporation coniplet
More
of the
pris
than
A bill appropriating $50,000,000 for
land reclamation to provide work for oners In the United States disciplinary ed a well on the Glenrock-Sheethe unemployed was introduced by barracks at Leavenworth, where fire Company lease In the Big Muddy field
destroyed the quartermaster store- oil Saturday at a depth of 3,020 feet
Senator Jones of Washington.
house, refused to leave their cells or With the tools merely touching the
Mexico and Cuba have resumed dipSand the oil rose 200 feet in the cas
to perform any labor.
lomatic relations, according to reports
ing, indicating that the new well Is
up
followers
Villa
held
robbed
and
diplomatic,
official
and
in
circles in
likely to prove of .the average capacity
a
Mexican
San
Northwestern
at
train
Washington.
The State Department,
of the field when the sand is drilled
however, had no information on the Pedro, 150 miles southwest of Juarez. In.
.
They robbed the cars of large quansubject.
tities of provisions which were carted
Favorable reports on the resolution to the hills and cached.
Colorado.
for immediate investigation of the
Work is to be resumed In the near
Bishop Thomas Nicholson of Chica
Newberry-ForMichigan
senatorial go sounded the keynote of the Meth- future, under lease and option, on the
campaign was ordered by the Senate odist Episcopal church's plan- - for a old Shiveley mine on Brown moun
contingent expenses committee on a missionary and educational campaign tain.. The property has been devel
strict party vote.
which contemplates the raising of a oped by a shaft' from which ore has
Representative Gillett voiced the fund of $115,000,000 in five years, in been produced that milled from $200
first open opposition to seating Vic- an address delivered before the joint. to $850 per ton, according to class.
Drilling Com
tor- Berger.
He said the refusal to centenary committee of the denofln-ationThe Keoughan-Hurs- t
wany,- which has been drilling a well
seat the' Wisconsin Socialist should
The South African government has in ' the Boulder field for several
htk tha first art nf the nAvt TTr.tiao
refused passports to General Christian months, has abandoned the test at
. because he Is guilty of disloyalty.
DeWet and Pieter Grobler, a grand
Orders to shipyards not to begin son of President Kruger, members of 2,630 feet. Two water sands were en'
oil
work on ships aggregating from
a nationalist deputation appointed by countered and as there was neither
to 1,250,000 deadweight the Bloemfonteln Congress to go to or gas showing, it was decided tc
tons, the keela for which ordinarily Paris. The purpose of the proposed move the rig to another location. The
would not have been laid before next .journey was to lay before the peace Younglove Company, which is in the
Aug. 1, are now being sent out by the congress proposals for an independent same neighborhood, has likewise aban
doned its hole.
shipping board.
South Africa.
'
Four hundred and two thousand
5,000,000
Marriage by mail for soldiers overA sum totaling
will be
seas and their sweethearts in this set aside by Australia for the benefit five hundred and six dry tons of Colo
country is permissible under a War of soldiers" discharged from the army, rado ore, were treated in the plants ol
Department ruling. The only limita- according to G. F. Pearce, minister of the American Smelting and Refining
tion is that the proxy weddings shall defense. This sum will, according to Company at Durango during the last
not be countenanced Where state laws a statement made by W. A. Watt, act- year, according to a statement from
ing premier, be ' used to assist the Manager R. P. Reynolds of the plant
.make ijthe contracta invalid.
A favnmliln
rpnnrt wan ewAavaA Vtv states of the commonwealth to secure This brought 126,927 ounces of gold,
5,239,318 ounces of silver; 64,131,063
the Senate foreign relations commit- settlers rom the men now In the pounds
of lead and 5,359,094 pounds
tee on a resolution by Senator King ranks.
copper.
This brought a total oi
The Brownings are to replace the of
of Utah, asking for information from
'
$13,055,581 to Colorado mining men.
guns
and automatic rl'les
the State Department regarding what machine
Regular
shipments
being
now
are
steps had been taken to adjust claims with which all the troops of the Amerof Americans growing out of Mexican ican expeditionary forces have been made from the Colorado Central mill
which is running to Its full capacity
border depredations.
armed
ten-roun-

Pithy News Items

ANARCHISTS

MINING AND OIL
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did so.

SHELLING THE
WESTERN

dry on the tongue. Positively
prevents and overcomes .both.
Excellent for loss of appetite

AT OUR DEALERS

or Postpaid

BO Cents
Send for price llstof medicines.
KO BERTSDU.
DAVID
Consult
'
about all animal ailments.
Information free. Get s FREE copy of "The Cattli
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THE

END TERROR BY
ZEPPELIN RAIDS
Explosive Bullets Fired by British The captain and navigating personnel
were supposed to Jump from the
Airmen Conquer Hun
gondola and the crew, generally
for-war- d

Airships.

had o';;i way

m

v;;::le

Until Invention of Now Weapon German Gas Bags Roamed About ,
Over England
at Will,

Weather Permitting.
the
conquered
London. Britain
'.eppellns with explosive bullets. Until the Invention of thlg weapon
roamed about' over England at
willj weather permitting.' The first
ii ir raid upon London was by Zeppelins. This was May 31, 1915, and
mi til the explosive bullet came into
defense work the Germans came over
In their rigid gas bags as their pleasThe British had no
ure dictated.
Zeppelins' then for counterattack and
be airplanes they possessed were
helpless, because they could not fly
lilKh enough quickly enough.
On one occasion when Zeppelins
were above the city British aviators,
usual, went up to engage them.
ii
But the British flyers could only attain 15,000 feet altitude. There they
snt, looking up at the monsters far
ii hove them, the machine guns of the
Airplanes being as useless as toy pistols. That Is the real reason why
Britain built fast,,
She had to outdo the Zepps.
She won, soon having airplanes that
.could reach 20,000 feet or more, above
which distance Zeppelins could not
work effectively. These
fighting planes, together with the explosive and Incendiary bullets, made
England too hot for the airing of a
Zepp.
The leader of the Zeppelin raids on
London
was
Commander
Peter
Strasser, who had unbounded hatred
for England. He had an Iron nerve
mid In Germany was regarded as an
authority on air raids against Epg- lund. He met his death on August 4.
Inst year, In the Huns' largest Zep
pelin, off the English coast. An ex
plosive bullet ended his Journey.
To keep out of range of ordinary
en
fire the Germans
larged their Zeppelins from 750,000 to
about 2,500,000 cubic feet, thus In
g

1

.

about twettfy men, from the engine
and midship cabins. In the face of
disaster, however, there Is no. record
of any member of i. Zeppelin crew
having saved himself by this means,
either because the machine became too
quickly enveloped In flames or fell too
rapidly for the parachute to open out
The Zeppelins- - usually set out from
Germany In the nfornlng and timed
their arrival off the English coast
about dusk. The fate of Strasser's
ship was sealed because he arrived
too early, being spotted above the
horlson by a British lookout.
Penetrate Heart of England.
There evidently was no. concerted
action among the Zeppelin raiders,
each acting more or less Independently.
They selected targets upon
which they could unload their bombs
uninterruptedly, If possible, and then
flee. They often penetrated Into the
heart of England.
Six Zeppelins were brought down In
England, the first by Lieut. Leefe
Robison at Cufley. He was awarded
the Victoria Cross. The Incendiary

SPANISH-AMERICA-

'
Three Pairs of Twins
Didn't Bring Happiness

Prosperity Ahead of
Western Canada.

Unbounded

Opportunity Beckons Settlers of All
Kinds "With the Golden Wake
Tha Marked the Way the Happy
Reapers Went" James Whltcomh
Riley.

I'Etl

CARRY CREW OF EIGHTY

Long, Gaunt Weapon of War, of
Construction, With the Exception of the Concrete Base
Vessel Is Compact

All-Ste-

Detroit,

Mich.

A

narrow

long,

nose of

wedge, with a
solid concrete, tapered to a knifelike
edge', forming a considerable part of
Its total Jength of 204 feet, and declared to be capable of crushing any
submarine such Is the Eagle, designed originally to help rid the seas
of
the menace of the German
.creasing nscent abilities.
But this
Contrary to popular belief, the
was quickly countered by improved de. . . i.
ni, n , ...
..,.! . ,uui
uu uufense methods In Britain. The Zepps rjllgie IS HUI It luimiiuuai,
turbine-drivecraft
steam
burning,
rarrled about 4,500 pounds of bombs
with a cruising radius of 5,000 miles.
each.
The first time the Zeppelins visited The Eagle Is not a thing of beauty ;
London the people took It as a great beauty was not contemplated In" its
It Is a long, gaunt
Joke, flocking to the housetops to see construction.
(lie Incendiary
bombs that were weapon of war. of allfSteel construcnipped. Only six persons were killed tion, with the exception of the conin the Initial raid, although 00 Inceh- - crete nose.
Another popular Impression that has
Jinry bombs were heaved overboard.
The men in the later type of Zep- been shattered Is an idea that the
pelins were provided with parachutes. Eagle boat Is equipped with torpedo
steel-incase- d

anti-aircra-
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DIPPING THEIR COLORS IN THE RHINE
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machine gun bullets which he used
had been Issued for the first time only
the dny before the raid, September
2, 1916. . The second Zeppelin was
brought down in flames at Great Bur-ste-

d.

Out of 13 Zeppelins which raided England October 19, 1917, the Germans lost four. One descended ' al
most Intact near Mersea Island, at
,
the northeast corner of Essex. An-flnnieg
In
other was brought down
.near Potter's Bar, and two other Zeppelins were forced to land, but the
crews destroyed their ships.
After Germany saw the futility of
sending Zeppelins against explosiva
bullets (and Zeppelins could not bfl
protected against that device) she
Gotha raids.

But Britain beat her at her owt
game.

The submarine chaser was
not Intended to combat the major Instrument of German ruthlessness with
Its own weapons. It was designed to
depend rather upon its maneuvering
qualities, Its powerful light guns and
a new American Invention for direct-- '
Ing Its fire at unseen objects.
Its crew, Including operating and
fighting complement, numbers approximately 80 men. To the observer, the
first Impression of the Eagle boat Is
one of wonder that a craft so narrow
can possess buoyancy sufficient to keep
it upright in heavy seas. Despite Its
length of more than an average city
block, the craft has a beam of only 25
feet, and draws when fully equipped
less than ten feet of 'water.
Its seaworthiness has been demonstrated In the ofllelaf trials, according
to reports to the navy department.
While it Is admitted the Eagle does
not make the speed of the average
destroyer, it Is claimed that it can out- distance most submarines and the
edge of the bow silently
razor-lik-e
but eloquently tells what would have
happened had It come in contact with
the German undersea pirate.
Vessel Is Compact.
Built with utility as Its prime purpose, seemingly not an Inch of space
Is wasted In the fitting of the vessel,
and not nn ounce of superfluous
When
weight enters its construction.
dropped into the water ready for the
Installation of its engines, guns, etc.,
less than 200 tons of material have
been riveted together to shape the
Engle boat.
'
The plates that form the hell of
the submarine chasers vary la thickto
ness from
Inch, and not a single forging or
rolled beam enters their makeup.
Everything is pressed frojn sheet
metal, cold, by means of machinery
that cuts every piece to an exac't pattern, punches rivet holes and bends
the interior part to required shape. y
Amidships
rises the deckhouse,
with radio
topped by the
quarters, and above atl the conning
tower, with the crow's nest at the
highest point.. Except for this superstructure, the deck of the Eagle, carries always the
three-eight-

one-fourt-

pilot-hous-

4

"strlpped-for-action-

appearance.
ft

Beware of Stocking

"

BanK.

in One
Woodsfleld. O.

Shot-W-

2

eil?

Are a minis-

ter's "fish stories" and hunting
stories to be discounted as are
those of other men of probity,
or must they be believed?
This Is. a question which the
friends of Rev, Edwin R.
a Methodist minister of this
village, are asking. He cuuie in
recently with two rabbits. He.
bngged
shot at one setting and
It, he
behind
ran
which
another

Ro-m- i,

declared.

'7

AIRSHIP RAIDS
TOLLOF
I

Parson Bags 2 Bunnies

,

,
"Kicked" by His Auto.
St. CUilrsville, O. It Is expected
that legislation favorable to. owners
,f automobiles will be swatted during
the present session by D. Allen Bond,
representative from Belmont county.
While crnnklng his little car recently the thing kicked him, breaking his
mi.

London. In raids on the United
Kingdom by the Germans during the
war 5,5tl persons wer killed or Injured, of whom 4,7.r)0 vere civilians.
An official summary of t!ie casualties
caused by German airships, airplanes
and bombardments from the sea shows
these casualties among civilians:
Killed 054 men, 411 women and 295
- :
children.
Injured, 1,508 men, 1,210 women and
772

children

,

hundred and ten soldiers and
sailors were killed and 051 were In-

lUree

jured.
There were til raids by airships
causing the death of 498 civilians and
the injury of 1,236 and the killing of
58 soldiery and sailors and the injuring
of 121.
In 00 airplane raids 019 civilians
were killed and 1,050 were Injured. Ja
these raids 238 soldler and sailors
were killed and 400 Injured.
In 12 bombardments from the sea
143 civilians were killed and 004

FAIL OUT

small bottle of "Danderine"
keeps hair thick, strong.
beautiful.

thusiasm end patriotic fervor that Is
displayed here on the anniversary of
the adoption of the Immortal declaraGirls! Try this! Doubles beauty
tion, according to the
Union.
, of your hair in a few
i ,
patriots had to
The liberty-lovinmoments.
The :ar having been úrought to a shoot two bolts at Spanish domination
favorable conclusion more attention before they succeeded In gaining percan now be given to the agricultural manent independence.
The first time
aud industrial development of Western they had a quiet but determined revoCannda, which were checked by the lution In Quito, the present capital of
troublous times of the past four years. the republic, the patriots assembling
Now that these Are over, the proper at the house of Manuela Cañizares, a
development of the country will be brave and beautiful woman, on Aucontinued.
gust S, 1809, when they prepared their
True, much agricultural progress has declaration of Independence and chose
been made during this time. Crop pro- the officials who were to compose the
That night
duction has been greatly increased, the provisional government
number of live stock has steadily the conspirators gathered tlielr forces
grown, and with each succeeding year In different parts of the city, and Cap
the dairying and wool Industries have tain Salinas, who commanded the two
become more Important But despite companies
of regular troops ankl
this forward march, many phases of guarded the city, sent to their bardevelopment have been held lu check. racks, read to them the declaration
The activities of farmers, too, have and won them over to the cause of
TP
been greatly hampered by shortage of the patriots. They overpowered the
labor, and, under the circumstances, bodyguard bf Ruiz de Castilla, the
what they have achieved can only be Spanish governor, early on the mornt
described as. marvelous.
ing of August 10 and thus established
I
V
Excepting those Industries closely al- the first republic without shedding a
a
only
drop
blood.
and
of
about
It lasted
lied to agriculture, such as butter
cheese manufacture, industrial activity year, when Castilla succeeded In over
In the Truliie Provinces hns been al- throwing the patriotic government and
And even iu again brought the country under Spanmost at n standstill.
these branches extensions have been ish dominion.
The fires of liberty had been kinstrictly limited to those of urgent necessity.
Building has been consider dled, however, and the Ecuadoreans
I
1
ably curtailed, especially In the towns kept up their heroic struggle notwith'
.y,
I
i
1820
many
In
reverses,
standing
commodious
many
until
though
and cities,
dwellings, barns and the peopte of Guayaquil, the leading
and
,
i,
nij
iif
im
f.
ii i,
other buildings have been erected bys seaport of the country, succeeded In
Within ten minutes after an applifarmers In the country. Indeed, tne rebelling on the 9th of October. With cation of Dnnderine you can not find a
amount of building farmers have dpne the aid of Gen. Simon Bolivar, the
tingle trace of dandruff or falling hall
Is one of the outward signs of their great Venezuelan emancipator, and of
and your scalp will not Itch, but what
of
considerably
his
Gen..
Jose
Antonio
mote
compatriot.
prosperity; but
will please you most will be after a few
it would have been done had not the Sucre, the Ecuadoreans after many weeks' use, when you see new hair, fine
more Important work of food produc- bloody battles succeeded In completeand downy at first yes but really
tion received priority In the labor ly annihilating the Spanish forces and
new
hair growing all' over the scalp.
work
available. Railway construction
established freedom In Ecuador forA little Danderlne Immediately douever. Therefore It Is that the Ecuahas been almost entirely suspended.
bles the beauty of your hair. No difWith more help available, and the doreans celebrate two "Independence ference how dull, faded, brittle and
devices thnt days," the 10th of August and the 9th scraggy,
use of the
e
Just moisten a cloth with
have been adopted during the last fe.w of October
carefully draw it through
and
agriculyears great advances In the
your hair, taking one small strand at a
New Male Garment Planned.
tural development of Western Canada
time. The effect Is amazing your hair
fellows,
Get
fall,
for
ready
next
new
for
no
if
even
might be looked for
will be light, fluffy and wavy, and have
settlers were expected; but the com the blanket cape. For you are going an appearance of abundance; an ining of thousands of prospective set- to have your appearance changed. The comparable
lustre, softness and luxutlers who haVo hitherto been deterred new, sartorial style is really a cape and riance.
Hung
many
over
which
will
be
blanket,
only by the unsettled conditions from
Get a small bottle of JKnowlton's
Just
making their homes in this last great a pair of masculine shoulders.
Danderlne for a few cents at any drug
yet
Is
over
to
many
hang
how
will
It
impetus,
considerable
give
a
West will
store or toilet counter, and prove that
to every phase of agriculture in these be determined, but If the Interest the
your hair Is as pretty and soft as any
concluding
"
aroused
Invention
at the
Prairie Provinces.
that It has been neglected or Injured
meeting
of
session
of
the
Hand in hand with the development
In by careless treatment that's all you
Designers'
association
the
American
of agriculture, there will be a renewal
the Martinique hotel Is sustained the surely can have beautiful hair and lots
of Industrial activity. For the- - estab
garment
will acquire Considerable of It If you will Just try a little
sugar
lishment of such industries as
Adv.
.
vogue,
the New York corre
writes
refineries, canneries, and many other
spondent of the Pittsburgh Dispatch.
'
of
the
utilization
Industries for the
Responsibility.
(
The blanket cape consists of an army
products of the lnnd, as well as for
responsible
not
we
are
the
for
If
blanket with a few holes and buttons
the extension of the already Impor-tnn-t
Jioughts
pass
we
our doors,
are at
that
When the
and a detachable collar.
Industries of butter and cheese owner is asleep the blanket cape per- east responsible for those we admit
manufacture, are. splendid opportunl
forms Its primal unctions of keeping md entertain. Charles B. Newcomb.
Mining, lumbering, quarrying,
ties.
Í
the sleeper warm, and nothing more.
'
the manufacture of clay products are When he awakens he removes a cirGREEN'S AUGUST FLOWER
also a few Industries capable of con
midcular bit of cloth buttoned to the
Has been used iur all ailments that
siderable growth, and to which great- dle of the blanket and unbuttons a
are caused by a disordered stomach
devoted.
be
er attention enn now
at
starts
long
foot
a
that
slit about
To provide accommodation for pres- the hole. This gives him plenty of and inactive liver, such as sick headache, constipation,
sour stomach,
would
ent business requirements nlone
room In which to Insert bis head. A
keep the building trade busy" for a Napoleonic storm collar is then at- nervous Indigestion, fermentation of
long time, but with further develop- tached to the hole collar and the two food, palpitation of the heart caused by
ment In the cities It is Impossible to dies that fall over the arms are con- tenses In the stomach. August Flower
foresee any slackness In any branch of nected Into sleeves by concealed but- is a gentle laxative, regulates digestion
both in stomach and Intestines, cleans
g
this trade. And the number of farmtons. And there he stands, In a
ers whose needs have outgrown their
poncho that gives him lots of and sweetens the stomach and alimenaccommodation and who have room to get into his pockets and keeps tary canal, stimulates the liver to seaway the cold also I It can be any col- crete the bile and Impurities from the
been awaiting nn opportunity to
their buildings by larger and or or any cloth the wearer chooses, blood. Sold In all civilized countries.
more modern ones. Is considerable and bnt these details are left for the author 3Ive it a trial. Adv.
constantly Increasing. Municipal work of "What the Men Wear" to have a litThey Differed.
will be gradually resumed, and tlie tle fun with.
'
"I think you need fresh air."' r '.
railways have much work In contem'
"The other doctor told me I needed
Stamps of 1918.
plation.
"Another year comes to ft close with mlt air." Louisville Courier-JournaAll this points to a period of gfeat
stamps
prosperity iu Western Canada agri- far more than 500 new postage
B.
Kent
writes
Issued."
been
having
cultural and industrial prosperity. The
;
Attack of Influenza
"Stamps," In
;
former is the more Jmportant, for on Stiles In his department,
at
this
Boys
chronicle
"The
Life.
Being primaIt the. latter depends.
Often Leaves Kidneys Li
511 varieties,
rily an agricultural country, Western writing shows a total of
yet
be
months
several
be
will
but
it
Canada will probably pass through the
Weakened Co
in
readjustment period with little' diffi- fore American collectors can gain
many
re
Issues
regarding
formation
'
culty.
ported abroad, so that the record for
There Is no reason to believe that 11)18 may tell of as many as 600. In
Doctore in all parts of the country hart
farming will he less remunerative than
been
kept busy with the epidemic of in1917 there were 990 varieties.
fluenza
It has been in the past; there are, on
which hat visited so many homes.
"These 511 varieties were put forth
The symptoms of this disease are very
the other hand,- - many good and sound by nations and their possessions such
distressing and leave the System in a rue
reasons for believing, that the returns
as Islands, protectorates, colonies, de down condition. Almost every Victim
will he as large ns ever. One tiling Is
occupied territories, etc.
complaint of lame ' back and. urinary
Intelligent 'farming on the pendencies,
certain:
Of troubles which should not be neglectto the number of 83 governments.
reCanada,
fertile prairies of Western
the 511 varieties 388 were due to the ed, aa these danger signals often lead to
quiring as it does the smallest possiDruggists
war alone. The United States has Is dangerous kidney troubles.
ble capital outlay compared with that
Kilmers
sued more than fifty varieties, Includ report a Urge tale on Dr.people tay
Swamp-Roo- t
required to get a start in older setwhich to many
into
due
varieties
Ing shade and die
soon heals and strengthens the kidneys
tled countries, will continue to be one
ferior dyestuffs and to worn plates, after an attack of grip. Swamp-Rooof the quickest nud surest ways to Inthe British empire leads the list being an herbal compound, hat a gentle
dependence that can be followed by lut
healing effect on the kidneys which
with nearly 200 varieties.".
the average man. Advertisement.
is almost immediately noticed in moat
cases by. those who try it. Dr. Kilmet
Mexico Market for Tractors.
& Co., Binghamton, N. Y., offer to aend
Caustic.
In the fiscal year 1918 the United
on
a sample line bottle of Swamp-Root"Mr. Dubson says his life Is an open States shipped almost as many trac- receipt f ten cents, to every sufferer
'
book."
.
tors to Mexico as to all other
who requesta it. A trial will convince
"Maybe It Is," replied the sarcastic
countries, Mexico's share any one who may be in need of it. Reguyoung womnn, "but it isn't the kind of lacking only 34 of the combined total la medium and large size bottles, for.
book that any one with a raste for of the others. The leading position of sale at all druggists. Be sure to mentio
this paper. Adv.
reading would cure to underline."
this neighboring country in our export
Birmingham
action
trade In tractors Is due to the
The Result.
of the Mexican government in stimu"Here Is that messenger bird's
No one ever becomes rich enough
lating agriculture by exempting farmmessage jill Jumbled up."
to buy immunity from grief.
ing implements from import duty, and
"Ah, I seev It Is pigeon pi."
even by Importing soch machinery foi
A faultless person never goes around sale at cost to Mexican farmers.
Every department of housekeeping
pointing out the faults of others.
-
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Tarentuin, Pa. Grocers who feared
V"thieves and had little faith In their
strong boxes were sometimos known
111 to hide their receipts overnight In the
beans, but it took a local man to disclose that dry goods merchants sometimes use stockings for the purpose.
As usual, the stocking as a' bank
The store doors
proved a failure.
were thoughtlessly opened too early
one (lay recently and a Customer made
Men of the Second Moroccan division of the French army celebrating away wtfh a real Christmas, stocklug
their occupatjori of the town of Hunique by dipping their colors In the Rhine; with $117 cohcealed in the foot.
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New Type of War Craft Equipped tubes.

'

The republic of Ecuador celebrates
two national holidays, and. strange to
days."
say, both are "Independence
Both are observed with the same en

LIES

DAI1BRUFF

Ecuador Twice a Year Celebrates Its
Freedom From the Domination

g

g

g

REPUBLIC'S TWO GREAT DAYS

HEBE

of the Spaniard.

Cleveland, O. Children usually hold the home together, It Is
said., But three pairs of twins,
now aged ten and seven years
and three months, respectively,
failed to avert a divorce suit
filed here by Mrs. Elsie Kunta.
their mother. She complains that
the children's father neglected
her and the twins and was cruel.

CONCRETE NOSE
ON EAGLE BOATS
With Powerful Light
Guns.

CÜGE

YOUR

wounded, while 14 soldiers and sailors
werelcllled and 30 Injured.
The greatest losses Inflicted by Zeppelins were In raids on Norfolk, Suffolk and the home counties of London
on October 13, 1915, when 54 civilians
and 17 soldiers and sailors were killed,
and In West Suffolk and the midland
counties on January SI, 1910, When 70
civilians were killed and 112 injured.
The raid on Lincolnshire, Essex and
Suffolk on March 31 of the same yenr
caused the death of 17 civilians and, 31
soldiers and sailors.
' The most serious airplane raid was
that of Margate, Essex and London on
June 13, 1917, when 158 civilians and
4 sailors nnn soldiers were killed.
The only bombardment from the sea
In which there were heavy casualties
was thot on Hartlepool, Scarborough
and Whitby on December 10, 1914.
when 127 civilians and 10 soldiers and
sailors were killed and 507 civilians
and 25 soldiers and suitors were

k
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Latin-America- n
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A Wholesome,

VM

Delresklii

Cteiastng,

and

leallif

Murine for Red- ness, Soreness, Granula-lftion,ItchingandBurning
of the Eyes or Eyelids;
"2 Dfope" After the Movies, Motoring or Gol)

E.

J

Letlen

Ak Your DrUKKirtL'
M
Need Care.
Eye Remedy Co., Chicago

will win Tour confidence.
(or Murine when your Eye

Harina

Makes Money From Muskrata. ,
trapping muskrats on his farm
near Prime Hook Neck. Del- - Harry B.
Roach hfs made enough to pay for his
farm and will have some money left to
help put It under cultivation. He gets
$1.35 for black hides, 88 cents fot red
ones and 15 cents each for the meat
He has made more than $1,100.
By

needs Red Cross Bag Blue. Equally
good for kitchen towels, table Unen,
sheets nnd pillowcases, etc.

Even one taste of defeat may be
hard to swallow,
r

But for the little men in the world
great mea would never be uotlced.

T.TTE

Then came the men who finally put J
over a ticket by trades, thinking they
would become real democratic "bosses
and the result is what they have been
holding the, inquest over for a couple
of months.
Here is a prediction from a really
"wise" politician with decided democratic learnings: The republicans will
the finally raid the state treasury during
the last hours ot the legislature, 11 not

Spanish -- American
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postofiice in Roy, New Mexico.

beforehand if they repeat the tactics
of former sessions, it should be an easy
One cannpt rend the editorial rant matter, witn a clean
to rally
! gome republican papers or the vapid tvery .democratic voter in the stale at
mouthings of "Floor Leader Mann"
polls in 1C20. It will Le presiden- ' and a few otherj and even a few demo- - the
tial year, also.
rrg nllipftnrs. Without SteillCT that
many people who seem to believe they
L. K, Deubler will have a sale
have minds, are not able to grasp me
meaning cf what is going on in the March 18th, at his farm .3 miles
world today. Some, from what they out. He has a lot of stock ' and
think is political expediency, are try- machinery
and it will be one of
ing to make capital out 'of the
dent's activities in the Peace Confer-- y the biggest sales on the mesa.
once. Some' think it will never do to
allow Wilson to lead .civilization further along the way toward the ideal,
and some, are simply afraid to venture beyond the pale of precedent.
It is useless to argue with the "obDAWSON. LIXECKOrS 191.8
jectors," Had it been left to some of
The following are estimates of the
would
-we
initiative
the
them to take
The admirable acreages .and yields of crops in the
still be cave-nudry farming district tributary to the
thing about Woodrow "Wilson is that Dawson
Line based upon (partial or
light
great
the
in
on
serenely
goes
he
complete
Weports
from 145 individual
attenno
that is given hm and pxfi
farmers dut of an estimated total of
tion to the barking of. all the big and 648
farmers in the district, whose ship
little do.73 that hound his pathway. He ing points
are E. P. & S. W. stations.
great
all
as
alone,
iust
is able to go it
The
who reported
farmers
is
putting
men have had to do. He
uniformly distributed over the disinto effect the teaching of "Peace on
trict, and
is
to suppose
Earth, good will toward men," with a that their itnverae-e-reasonable
and
should
vields
by
lesser
fnrpKo-itthe
that is feared
average about the same as for all the
men who think it their duty to tear farmers in the
district.
him down if they can. They are posThe acreage and yields of the Wilwhich
made
fear
same
sessed of the
son Company si .Hills are included in
his persecutors crucify Christ, and the totals.
they will stop at nothing to balk, his
This information was collected durplans.
ing
visits to that section November
parwhich
It makes little difference
11 to 16 and November 16 to 28.
ty supports or criticises im, he has
L JS. TRUMBULL,
and will leave his mark on the civiliAgriculturalist
E. P. & S. W.
world
all
the
zation of the future for
8
Winter
whether pifflers in the Congress like ' Total acreageWheat
for 138 farms, 13,486
it or not
acres. Average 37 J acres per farm.
He was a profound scholar tut when
Estimated total all farms 65,135 acres.
he reached the place where books and
Esscholarship of the past were no longer Average yield .96 bushels per acre.
total
62,878
bushels.
timated
future,
the
into
light
a
as
useful, save
The above acreage and average yield
he strwek out with all the force of a
is for the entire acreage planted. The
'
master mind, refined by education, and acreage
actually harvested probably
made history which the j)st never
amei nf. With the aid of did not exceed 25 per cent of the planted acreage, the balance having perishscience and invention which has been
ed from drought or was too poor to
advanced to so marked a degree ne nas
out- harvest.
which,
far
miracles
performed
9
Winter Wheat
class those recorded in' the days of old.
acreage
clanted or to be rjlant- Total
-- ana
The objectors of today belong, game
ed. for 145 farms. 11,741 acres. Av- m -.
tí.x
.........
im in- the
mstury win
i"""
erucra ner farm 81 acres. Estimated
witches
burned
who
class with those
op total for all farmsi including Wilson
who destrojd machine shops, who
Co., 57,474 acres.
nosed the. herscy that the: A world was
.
my report of Dawson Line crops
i
n't
aiwBjooa.u.)., ot. fnr-In Inst
round, wno nave
.
venr. -I estimated
the 1917
-be done wnenever gicni.i u"""
61,- temDted anything and the world will 1918 acreage of winter wheat at
128 acres. That estimate was based
accomplish
and
knowledge
in
advance
.
about the middle
...kotv,,. in nnlitics unon renorts collected
mem anuj u:
,
. i
4u
will go the way oi ine Dig- - ui ucwucr. i mm uucvcim ja.mor religion
pr
nlantpd
wheat,
ill
? ..
than
thev
mon
.inla
-- - ex- ......- otry oi tne past,i mmj
the time they reported in
still go on ahead of the common herd pected to at
October. Likewise, this fall the acre- in intelligence and blaze the way to
age planted is considerably larger than
a greater humanity.
was expected at the beginning oi tne
being due to the
The Santa Fe Chamber of Commerce planting season; this
nlantine; season and the excessive pre- is going to entertain the newspaper
wheat
later. The Dresent
.
i
f Mow Mpxíco Saturday even rinitatinn
than
for
considerably
better
is
outlook
convention
big
a
at
week
ing' of this
this time for any previous year since
they will have in Santa Fe.
introduced there.
It is a hopeful sign of the times that farming was Pinto
Beans
were
who
men
newspaper
Mexico
New
Total acreage 130 farms. 5911 acres
classed and persecuted as crimináis
45.6 acres. Estinot so long ago, are now recognized as Average per farm
pub- mated for all farms 29,484 acres. Avto
the
necessary
even
and
humans
erage estimated yield 172 lbs. per acre.
lic welfare.
p it rpn.pmhered that it was the Estimated total crop 5,071,250 lbs.
Indian Corn
quality of mind and devotion to prin
131 farms, 3,238 acres.
Total
for
mem
many
oi
ciple which made
Estimartyrdom for the right of a free Average 24.7 acres per farm.
mated total 16.000 acres. Estimated
press which brought about this chang
thdt average yield 10.3 bushels per acre.
It was not the financial instinctbidder.
Estimated total yield lb4,8UU bu.
highest
the
would sell out to
Cane Forage
We admit the press can be bought and
Total for 130 farms, 1860 acres. Av
uses,
base
for
utilized
and
subsidized
erage per farm, 14.3 acres. Estimated
but we have no reason to fear that
all be fnr all farms 9.266 acres. Estimated
the editors of the state can wrong
average yield 1800 lbs. per acre. To
bought or stampeded into being
tal estimated yield (dry) 833 tons.
.
all the time..
8
Rye
creSo long as public sentiment is
Total for 134 farms. 587 acres.
men the press
d
ated by
is Averaee Der farm, 4.4 acres. Esti
will continue to reflect much that
the
mated total 2,800 acres. Average yield
in
mistake
greatest
good. The
.83 bushels ner acre. Estimated to
world is the belief of political leaders
tal yield 2,325 bushels.
created
he
can
sentiment
public
that
Rye 1918J919
can
by a newspaper. It cannot, nor
Average Dlanted all farms. 349 acres
the
the public mind be long led in
3.14 acres. Estiwrong channel of thinking by the print Average per farm planted 2,035 a.
acreage
merely
total
mated
is
.which
paper
The
ed page.
faithfully the
Grain Sorghums (Milo, Hahr ana
a mirror, and reflects
""
Feterita)
sentiment oi its community, is tin
125 farms, 365 acres. Av
for
Total
influence.
abiding
an
has
one
that
only
erage per farm 2.92 acres. Estimated
of total all farms 1890 acre's. Average
It is understood that the result
yield 6.48 bushels per acre.
the inquest held by the democratic estimated
total yield 12,260 bushels.
Estimated
of
defeat
democratic
the
on
managers
Spring Wheat, Millet,
Crops
many
of
Other
convinced
last November has
Sudan, Potatoes, Oats, etc.
the leaders that there must be a house
Total for 140 farms, 402 acres. Av
cleaning. It is known that the rebeeraee
Der farm 2.87 acres. Estimated
defeats
successive
publicans met
all farms 1,860 acres.
cause the voters resented the bossism for
Unit (Average acreage oi Land
in that party. The republican man- Farm
or Controlled per farmer
Owned
and
conditions
the
agers "got wise" to
contain a total of 91,977
136
farms
dele
..oiioi a invention of a thousand
- acres Average Farm Unit:
meetmass
a
almost
was
which
gates,
g
1918676 acres.
ing, and every man cnargea wun
1917
570 acres.
a republican "boss" tried to elim1916490
acresv
The
possible.
much
as
as
himself
inate
19L5 447 acres.
result wr.s a ticket entirely sausiac
Estimated total area controlled by
tory to the voters ot tne party,
an(1 wilson Comoanv. 453,000
judging by the returns, to some aemo- - arfP8
0
Total cultivated area estimated,
e
At the same time some of the
acres.
democrats took it into their heads
Percentage of Total Area in Cul'
to "boss" the democratic convention,
tivation
and they did it, through trades, and
cent.
per
1918
22.
nominated men of their own choosing.
191726.8 per cen.
- Some of the men selected were
191621.0 per cent.
nnd if the ticket had been sat
per cent.
191516.7
isfactory all the way through it would , Resume of Average Farm Contents.
have been elected from top to bottom.
1918
Figures show that the state is demFarm Unit 676 acres.
ocratic, and if the democrats of the
Cultivated 149 acres.
eastern part of New Mexico hail come ' Winter Wheat, (planted) 81 acres,
out to the polls the result would have
Pinto Beans 45.5 acres; Yield per
been different. Some of the demo- acre 172 pounds.
cratic counties almost forgot to hold
Corn 24.7 acres; Yield per acre 1C.3
an election, simply because the voters
.
bushels.
of the democratic faith were dissatis- Cane (hay) 14.3 acres; 1800 pounds
fied with the ticket.
.

Crop Report.

s

.

.

1917-191-

1918-191-

i.

...

viy

r" rr

.

1917-191-

right-minde-

'

ue-in-

1

99,-C6-

old-lin-

satis-fartnr-

v.

.

,

.

N

per, acre.
acre uninv-- l
FOR SALE-;1- 60
If you want a strictly '
Winter Rye (planted) 3.1 acres.
north of'
land,
miles
two
nrnvfd
TAILOR MADE SUIT
Grain Sorghums, 2.9 acres; 6.5 bu.
per acre.
,
by an experienced Tailor, not a Solano.
Other crops 2.9 acres.
E. J. Harvey
with
suit
Total Crops 174.4 acres.
510 VV. 20 St ,
measures taken by any "Jack-o- f
1917 ; '
Oklahoma Okla.
e
Farm Unit J370 acres.
You can have
Cultivated 153 acres.
Roy Tailor will make it for
Winter Wheat (planted) 97.7 ifcres;
sorrel mares,
STRAYED- -2
you."
.96 bu. per acre.
bald face, 1 with halter, weight
Tinto Beans 3Í) acres; 222.00 pound3
G. BERGQVIST.
per acre.
1200 lbs.
Corn, 17.1 acres; 9.97 bu per acre.
Sorrel mare colt.
Wordi.
Nvice
Car.5 (hay) 10.7 acres; 2000 pounds
Sorrel 2 year old horse colt,
per acre.
"Low yoh m'Ms," said Uncle
Winter Pyc (planted) 4.4 acres; .83 Elton, "but don't give Vin no e'liuve to branded A-on left hip.
m.'irU
u;i loaded dice."
bui'held per ade.
b'
for their return.
Liberal
reward
Grain Sorghums 2.8 acres; 8.0 bu.
Tom McGrath, Hoy N.. M.
per acre.
Dnroe Jersey
:
FOR SALE- -1
Other crops 1.2 .acres.
Total crops for 1917, 172.9.
P.rood Sow and 2 Shoats weight
The total acreage of crops per farm
T-about 80 lbs., each.
is greater than the total area in cultiC. A. Strawn, Roy N. M.
vation, since quite a f onsiilerable part
Under new Management
of the spring crols was planted on
Chapman, Proprietor.
Charles
land which hnd been seeded to wheat
International, Le Gear's,&
or rye the autumn before, but which
10
had died out before the following Seneca STOCK FOOD,
Free Baths,
spring planting season was over.
Percent Off for the next 30 Steam Heated,
The increase in the acreages of the
in Rooms
Water
Cold
Hot and
days,
1918 spring crops is due to he heavy
Hotel
homelike
A quiet,
abandonment (75 to 80 per cent) of
FAIRVIEVV PHARMACY
1917.
'
in
the
planted
from
block
the wheat
one
Owing to the decreised labor supply
Depot, in thei
the farmers were net prepared lor
Main Business District
handling .his increased .crcage nut'
the resuh wa that naich of it was
New Mexico.
ROY,
Tourists and Land-Seeker- s
poorly attended. The shortage of laWill find this the right place.
bor also accounts for the deevease of
and Glasses
Tested
Eyes
Winter
wheat
in
the
about 7,600 acres
planted this year.
Correctly Fitted, x
B. S. TRUMBULL,
CARUS PLUMLEE,
Agricultural Agent.
.
--

,"Mail-Order-Hous- e"

'it-Th-

l-

t

El Dorado Hotel

2

E. Las Vegas, N.M.

Plumlee Hospital

Public Sale

the stump

WOOD:-O- n

FIRE

Attorney at Law

per load. Cut and sawed in
stove wood "length, $3,50 per
I will offer at Public Auction, at
load on 25 inch wagon box, at
farm 5 miles North 5E. of Mills,
my ranch 9 miles south of Roy.
16N. of Roy, 2 N.
Waldo Morris, Roy N. M.
$1.00

Prompt and Careful Attention
Given all Business Entrusted

1219
at

10 o'clock
propfollowing
A. M. sharp, the
go
and
early
erty to wit Come
home early.

Sale to commence

VNION SUNDAY SCHOOL
Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M .'

at

SPAN OF BLACK MARES
LBS, SORREL MARE
240
1050 LBS. BLACK MARE WT.
LBS- - SPAN OF MULES, WT.
POUNDS.

"

6 Cattle

WT.
WT.
1000
2000

-

Milk Cow, 4 yrs., Heifer Calf at side
Milch Cow, fresh soon, 6 yra.; Jersey
Cow, 3 yrs. fresh in May; Jersey and
Holstein. extra good Milch Cow, fresh
'" S
soon. Yearling Heifer.
FARM MACHINERY
P. O. Riding Lister, Iron Wheel Wagon; Good Top Buggy; Gang Plow
with Riding Attachment;
Harrow.
'

MISCELLANEOUS
About 230 bu. of Corn. Stack of
Bean Hulls, two sets of F rt Harness,
Set of Double Driving Harness, 1 Vi
doz. Chickens, 25 Rods of Woven Wire.
Meat, 40 lbs. of Lard; Apples; Potatoes; New Cream Seperator, twflí
Range Cook Stoves; two Heating
Stoves; Table, Kitchen Cabinet, Washing Machine; Dresser; Roller Organ;
Writing Desk; two Sewing Machines;
two Rockers; 6 Dining Chairs; Sanitary Davenport; and Mattress; Iron
Bed; Springs; Mattress; Canned Fruit
Household and Kitchen Furniture and
Other articles too numerous to mention.

'

A credit of 10 months without
interest"- - sums over $10 00 12
percent discount for cash on all
sums over $10.

ROY
Services 2d Sunday of each
month at 11 a. m. 8,00 PM.
4th Sunday of each' month at'.'
11.00 a. m. and 8.0u p. m.
Communion service at thejnorn--inservice.
g

PLEASANT
P.m.

.

3, .

-

.

MILLS
3rd Sunday

0.

at

11.00 a. m. 8PM. .

Hearn, Pastor.

W.

-

BAPTIST
First Sunday in each month.
Servicep 11. A. M.,
7.30, P. M.
A.
W.
Rev.
Dawn, Pastor.
SUNDAY SCHOOL
at 10 A.M. each Sunday,
P. L. Gunn, Superintedent.
'

CATHOLIC
Mass twice each month 2d and
4th Sundays
at the Catholic
Roy, N. M.
Church.
Masses: 8 and 10 a m.
Service at 7 30 p.m.

Comforting Thought.
You may full to tiliine In the-- opinion
of others, both In your etjiversntlon
end actions, from being superior as
well ns Inferior to them.,

Felix Vachon,

Rev. Fr.

Priest in charge,

E.

Y. P. S. C.

GOODYEAR, GOODRICH,
MOHAWK,MICHELIN,MANSFIELD,
FIRESTONE and IMPERIAL

GOODYEAR

30X3

$15.80

Í18.H3

$15.20

$12.92

$17,15

$IH59

$17.05

?JH,H9

,

Free

Alfred
Brown
'

.

.

.

(incorporated)

ROY,

Dreadful Cough Cored.'
A severe cold is often followed by a
rough cough for which Chamberlain's
.Cough Remedy has proven especially
valuable. Mrs. f". W. Olsen, Marys-villMo., writes: "About two yeari
ago my little boy Jean caught a severe
cold and coughed dreadfully for days.,
I tried a number of cough medicines
but nothing did him any good until 1
gave him Chamberlain's Cough Rem
edy. It relieved hi,cough right awayj
and before he had finished taking one
bottle he was cured. 1 think it is just
fine for children.

NewMex.

Wm. G.
'

-

Connects with

LONG-DISTANC-

ty

J. E. Gilstrap, Mgr.

wel-

N. G.

Rebekah Degree

s

Etta Hornbaker.
Mrs.Blanche Grunig,

N. Q.

Secy.

Visiting Sisters welcome
Indigestion

,Take

a few doses of Chamberlain's
Tablets as directed for indigestion,
and you will soon forget about your
stomach troubles. Try it.
"Old Clothes to Mend."
OilneRe men-huntwho want a bit
of mending done never have to go' very
for there lire needlewomen seated
along the street ready to ww and
mend.
Sometimes these workers niton low stools and sometimes on the
sidewulksvlnrt there they sit sewing
away h;uU for they never tire short of
patrons. These wmnthi are generally
the wives of fishermen or boatmen,
und are glad to get the little "odds nnd
ends" of work to help increase the
family Income.
s

fr,

i

'Solano, Mosquero, Mills, Abbott, Taylor Springs
Lines eon- -'
and intermediate points.
Efficient Service- - r
Roy CityiExohanjre,
nected.
Rural-Communi-

.

Johnson, Seé'y.

Hall-Mis-

PHONE at Springer.

E

M.

HARMONY LODGE No. 24
Meets 1st. and 3rd. Friday

.

ROY, N. M.

A.M.

11

Eveningeach month
I. O. 0. F.

Gifstrap Bro's,. Prop's
Office and Exchange,

at Liberty,

Melville Floersheim,

:;

Roy Telephone Co.
'

A. M.

11

Evening

J. W. BECK, Manager.

Mrs. J. P. Reynolds Music
Class. $5.00 per month, two
lessons per week. At presen
at Mrs. Crowe's. SEE HER.

Bradley,

8.00 P. M

'

HOMESTEAD LODGE 46
Meets at its own Hall
Every Wednesday

Proprietor.

and LIVERY

--

1st and 3d Sundays
Mosquero,

at

Visiting Brothers always
come.

Roy G arag e

e,

CIRCUIT

ON SOLANO

I.O.O.F.

sisr

C.B STUBBLEFIELD &Co.

Lunch

SERVIQES

5

At Reasonable Rates.

Repair Work

Pastor

M. WILSON,

LODGE DIRECTORY

Cars Housed and Cared for
t

J.

,

pm

Solano, 3, P.
E. L.PRATT , Pastor,

Landing

Aero-Plan- e

2nd and 4th Sunday at Mills
11 a m and 7:30

SALE PRICE

Reg. Price

.

3rd Sunday at Roy Christian
11 am and 7:30pm
Church

2nd & 4th, Sundays

SIZE

MICHELIN

Regular Services as follows:
1st Sunday at Newton School
11 a m and 7:30 p m.

at

PRICES
COODRICH

ing at 7 o'clock.
A cordial welcome extended to
all visitors.

ROY and MILLS CIRCUIT

For a limited time only we are going to sell the following makes of Tires
at a discount of 15 percent for Cash.

MAKE

Sec'y.

Methodist Episcopal Church

DISCOUNT

15

lillian Griner,

Miss

Meets at the Christian Church,
Roy, N. M., every Sunday" even-

SALE

CASH TIRE

.

d5-m- g

VIEW

First Sunday, each Month' at

c . B. STUBBLEFIELD Co'á

COL. F. O. WHITE,' Auctioneer.
E. G. PAJIKES. Clerk.

MONEY TO LOAN ON
FARMS AND RANCHES
I am still in the buisness bigger than ever, and am in a position to py you on, your loan as
quick ns p.ny other Co. 'that is
buisness in Mora County.
Our terms are made to please
you not ourselves.
J. E. Wild man, Loan Agency

v

Mrs. O. W." HEARN, President

MANSFIELD

Terms

Supt

CHRISTIAN

.

6 Horses &Mules

Abernathy,

G. R.

.

Egyptians Invented Bells.,.
The Invention of bells Is attributed
to the Egyptians, who are credited
with having made use of percussion
Instruments to announce the saered
fetes of Osiris.

Your'

Christinn Church.

presence is necessary.

NEW MEXICO

ROY

A.

Wed. Feb.

1

to me

1--

farm.'

Church Directory

J. B. LUSK

Physician in Charge.

1

----

SPA

Concerning Minds.
Minds, bouillon culies and flavoring
extracts are very much alike. They
iiecoinu stronger by cuiwsai.ttlsa,

THg

in

1

-

"i

"

Tom. J. Taylor,

Abstracto

MORA' ABSTRACT COMPANY
Mora, New Mexico

r

General Blacksmithing; Horse Shoeing; Repair Work
Expert Wood- - Work; J. D. WADE, Mechanician.
Power Machinery, Lathes, Drills, Saws, Planers and
every kind of Power Equipment,
m,

Properdin
'

.Titles to Lands in the Mora Grant are being
straightened out and we are also prepared
to furnish Abstracts oqjhese Lands.

.

WE HAVE A REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE DEPARTMENT

V

v

us rtmpnti'hed with Promptness and Aoouro
YuBr UusiiiHSS Kt'siKSutfully Solicited

Al ,v a'.ters encrusted t

The man who opens an account at a bank is

making the best possible sti.rt toward buildii g

Garage
Oxy-Acetylef- ie

Gas and Oils:
Welding,

Re-bore-

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, NeW Mexico,
Jan. 17, 1M9
'"
Notice'is hereby given thr.t
lames O. Smith, of Roy, N.M ., win,
nisde
n Auu-- t 11, l'Jló,
no.

"
v

Cylinders
andBenrincs Trued by the newest
Processes and most Accurate Macbfte.
.'
All Repair Work fully Guaranteed
d

1I-- E

'

120531,

Reasonable Rates.

-

-

forEiSeq

V

R. A. PENDLETON & SON,

3--

Proprietors,

a

3E

0
(Continued from Pag3 1.)

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION,
Department of (he Interior
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M,
January 4, 1919
Notice is hereby given that Ran
Wood of David, N. M., who on June
Kl, 1913, made Desert Land Entry No.
016538, for N
SE4 Sec. 17, Twp.
lN., Kng. 3Ü1S., N. M. P. M has filed
notice of intention to make Final
Proof under the Second paragraph, Act
of March 4, 1915 (38 Stat '1161-2- ) to
establish claim to the land above described, before W. H. Willcox, TJ. S.
Commissioner at his office at Roy, N.
M., on the 17th day of March, 1919.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Charles P. Field, John T. McFarland,
David C. Field, Jeff McKee, all of Da-

Amount of the levy provided in sections five and seven hereof may be reduced any year or years the amount
actually on deposit in said "Water
Works Bonds of 1918 Fund", derived
irony such rentals and interest, provided that the reduction in the amount
of the levy shall never reduce said
"Water Works Bonds of 1918 Fund"
below the amount required to be produced by sections five and seven hereof.'
Section 11. That this ordinance, and
11 the provisions
hereof, are and shall
be irrepealable until the indebtedness
herein mentioned and created shall
have been fully paid and discharged.
I
Section If. That all ordinances and vid, New Mexico.
.PAZ VALVERDE,
resolutions, and parts thereof, in conRegister,
flict with this ordinance are hereby
repealed.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Section 13.. That this ordinance
Department of the Interior
stall take effect and be- in full force
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,
from and after its passage and
January 25, 1919
proval.
Notice is hereby given that James
Pnssed and approved this 3rd day
M. Anderson, of Albert, Union Co., N
of February, 1919.
M., who, on January 17r 1916 made H
F. S. BROWN, Mayor.
'
E. No. 021507 for E'NEV, N
SE
Attest :
Sec. 20.Twp, 19N, Rng. 30E...N.
FLORSHEIM,
r, MELVILLE
M. P. M., has filed notice of intention
(Seal)
Village Clerk.
to make Final Three Year Proof, to
establish claim to the land above described, before F. H. Foster, U. S.
Fací and Fancy.
Said the facetious observo?; "On Commissioner, at his office at Roy,
ef.the principal differences between the New Mexico, on the 17th day of March
frugal woman and the fat one Is thai 1919.
Claimant names as witnesses:
one tries to reduce expenses and the
Pierce Field, Albert Beller, J. R.
ether expanses."
Galey, T. E. Mitchell, all of Albert

'

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N, M.,
January 22, 1919 - '
Notice' is hereby given that John E.
Weisdorfer, oT Roy, N. M., who on
Dec. 27, 1915, made H. E. serial No.
021415, for
NE4 and NWV Sec.
7, Twp. 19N., Rng. 27E., N. M. P. M.,
has filed notice of intention to make
three year Proof, to establish claim to
the land above described, before F. H.
Foster, U. S.. Commissioner, at Roy,
N. M., on the 18th day of March, 1919.
Claimant names as witnesses:

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
January 4, 1919
Notice is hereby given that Philip
S. McDowell of Mosquero, N., M., who
on r'eb. ZU, 1915, made 11. E. No.
019232, for Lots 1; 2: 3: 4; 5; NH
SEÍ4; SWtf NE4 Sec. 35, Twp 1SN,
Rng 28E., N. M. P. M., has filed notice of intention to make Final Three
Year Proof to establish claim to the
land above described, before W. H.
Willcox, U. S. Commissioner, at his
M. L. Rhyne, B. G. Grunig, 0. A. office at Roy, N. M., on the 18 day of
Butler, all of Roy, N. M., E. A. Reed, r enruary, isua.
Claimant names as witnesses:
of Solano, N.M .,
Tom Parks, Benjamin F. Brown,
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register. Harvey T. Clinard, Henry Garms, all
of Mosquero, N. M.
PAZ VALVERDE,"
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Jan. 17 Feb. 14
Register
Department of the Interior -U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,
January 22, 1919
...
French "Immortal,"
Notice is hereby given that Arthur
The French academy 'Is the oldest
E. Holmes, of Mills. Mora Co., N. M., of five academies constituting (be
who on Jan. 12, 1916, made H. E.
of France, having been foundSec 11 and ed In 1635. It is composed of 40 memNo. 21475, for E
Rng.
W
SW4, Sdc. 12, Twp. 21N.,
bers, elected for life and known as the
25E., N. M. P. M., has filed notice of "Forty Immortals." They rank as t)ie
intention to make Final Three Year leading frenchmen of their time in
Proof, to establish claim to the land literature. Their Judgment and deciabove described, before F. H. Foster, sions in all disputed literary matters
U. S Commissioner, at his office at are final.
Rov. N. M., on the 18th day oí March,

Xevv Mexico.

PAZ VALVERDE,

Feb.

Register

14

FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Lana
Oílice at Clayton, New Mexico,
NOTICE

January

The Plumlee Hospital
NEW MEX.

ROY,

Cares fory both Medical and
Surgical Cases.
...

.

,.

j--

.

.

Careful Attention and Good Nursing,
Visitors and Correspondence Invited.

Carus Plumlee,
Physician in Charge.
We also have Cottages with Sleeping Porches, 'T,
Separate 'from , the Hospital, For Tubercular Patients.

'

te

Col. Frank O.White,

Roy Realty & Loan Company,
ROY, New Mexico,

-

A new and progressive Business Enterprise
To meet the demads of the Community for a

''' .;..''
r
Reliable Mediuift of Exchange,
v

'.''

'

QF FARM & TOWN PROPERTY & CHATTELS

SE,

1919.

The, Real "Butterfly. '
The name for tne butterfly did noi
Sam T. Ansley, C. B. Coffman, John
Eddie, Thomas Brown, all of Mills, originate from "flutter, but from low
German and Hollandish. Over In HolNew Mexico.
land there is a butterfly that lives
' PAZ VALVERDE,
Register. whenever possible on butter and milk.
He is and always has been a nuisance
"
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
to the Dutch wives and
always
Department of the Interior
been called the "butterfliege," or butU. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M, terfly.
January 22, 1919
Notice is hereby given that, Andres
B!g Aplrry.
Ornelas, of Roy, N. M., who ort Feb.
An interesting picture of a largt
ruary 21, 1916, made H. E. No. 021 2
for the EV2 SW Sec. 7; E NWÍ4 apiary on a precipitous mountain side
Sec. 18,' Twp. 21N., Rng 28fc., N. M. was shown in Popular Mechanics MagP. M.,'has filed notice of intention to azine. The slope has been cut Into terraces twelve to fifteen feet high on
make Final Three Year Proof to eswhich more than 300 swarms of bees
tablish claim to the land above described, before W. H. Willcox, U. S. are housed, each hive being placed on
Commissioner, at his office bt Roy, Í. concrete foundation. The land put
o this profitable uso would be wiirth
N. M., on the 18th day of March, 1919.
little for any gather purpose. ' The
Claimant nalnes as witnesses:
Frank Goneales. Daniel Gonzales,. hives' being high up, are fanned by (he
Federico Ornelas, I.íanuel Mascarenas, summer breezes and are warmed by
,
the sun in winter.1,
all of Albert, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,

Claimant names as witnesses:

'

-

''.

hs

'

Register.

--

Farm Loans, Insurance,

,

Auction'Sales, Notary Public,
Farms & Ranches Bought & Sold.
Office in the old Telephone Building, ROY, N. M.

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY
The Roy Drug Store
-

!

'

:

-

'

iParelDrugs, Chemicals and
"

."-.-

'

business

men'-h- e

also avoids errors in making

change and trouble over disputed payments.

Our facilities for your accounts are good

would be pleased to have you open one with us.

HOT TRUST AXD
HAVINGS BANK,

pKodaks".and Eastman Supplies'.f

Dr. M. D. Gibbs, Prop.
ROY,,

N. Mex.

NEW MEX.
1

i

Rng 28E., N. M. P. M., has filed notice of intention o make Final Three
Year Proof to establish claim to tba
H. Fosland above described, before
ter, U. S. Commissioner at his office
at Roy, N. M., on the 19th day of Feb.
ruary, 1919.
Claimant .names as witnesses:
N. L. Wetterhus, R. W. Mitchell,
James Johnson, Jr., F. N. Coldiron, all
EV6
SEV; of Roy, N. M.
W'i NE;
PAZ VALVERDE,.
SWVÍ, Sec. 21; NW'i NEU,
SE1
Register
Sec. 28, Twp 19N, Rng 29E., N. M. P. Jan. 17 Feb. 14
M., has filed notice of intention to
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
make Final Three Yea? Troof to establish claim to the lar i above de- Department of the Interior, U. S. Land.
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
scribed, before W. H. Willcoic, U. S.
January 8, 1919
Commissioner, at his office at Roy, N.
Notice is hereby given that Charlie
M., on the 1 8th day of February, 1919.
C. Moore, of Mosquero, Onion county,
Claimant names as witnesses:
R.
D.
Beem, N. M., who on January 13, 1916, made
Wilson
Nickell, James
Candido G. Trujillo, Frank M. Dris-kil- l, H. E. No. 021500, for NEtf and
NW14 Sec. 27, Twp. 19N., Rng. 28E.,
all of Mosquero, N. M.
N.'M. P. M., has filed notice of intenVALVERDE,
PAZ
s
Register tion to make Final Three Year Proof,
Jan. 17 Feb. 14
to establish claim to the land above described, before F. H. Foster, U. S.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land Commissioner, at his office at Roy, N.
M., on the 3rd day of March, 1919..
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Claimant names as witnesses:
January 4, 1919
William
DeLaney,
Don Bradley,.
Notice is hereby given that Jeff
McKee of David. Union county, N. M., Ralph Hazen, Osker Aspergen, all of.
who,' on Sept. 13, 1915, máde H. E. Mosquero, N. M.
PAZ VALVERDE,
No. 020851, for the SE',4 Sec. 1, Twp.
Feb. 14
Register
17 N, Rng 30E., and Lots 6; 7; EH Jan. 17
Twp 17N., Rng 31E., N.
SWU, Sec.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
M. P. M., hus filed notice of intention
to make Final Three Year Proof to es- Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
tablish claim to the land above deJanuary 7, 1919
scribed, before W. H. Willcox, U. S.
Notice is hereby given that Charley
Commissioner at his office at Roy, N.
M., on the 18th day of February, 1919. F. Wright, of Roy Mora county, N. M.,
who on January 26th, 1915, made H.
'Claimant names as witnesses:
Don W. ühinn, Frank Weir, John E. No. 019266, .for WV3 Sec. 28, Twp
M. P. M., has filed
McFarland, Charles P. Field, all of 19N, Rng 25E..-Nnotice of intention to make Finaf
David, New Mexico.
Three Year Proof, to establish claim,
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register to the land above described, before F.
Jan. 17 Feb. 14
H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner at his
office in Roy, N. M., on the 3rd day of.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land March, 1919.
Claimant names as witnesses::
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
J. H. Sansbury, T. E. Sansbury, J..
January 8, 1919
Notice is hereby given that Felix L. Smith, Juan Isido Romero, all. of
Quintana of DeHaven, N. M., who on Roy, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,.
March 5, 1915, .and Aug. 30 1915,
Register
made H. E. No. 019517, 920786 for the Jan. 17 Feb. 14
SE4, Sec. 34, and the SW4 Sec. 35
Twp 21N., Rng. 29E., N. M. P. M has
filed notice of intention to make Final
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Three Year Proof to establish claim Department
of the Interior, U. S. Land'
to the land above described, before W.
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
H. Willcox U. S. Commissioner at his
January 9, 1919
office at Roy, N. M., on the3rd day of.
Notice is hereby given that Arthur
March, 1919.
T. Carter, of Kephart, Union county,.
Claimant names as witnesses:
N. M., who on January 22, 1915 made
Grabiel Martinez, Albert, N.3I.
H. E. No. 019243,- for Lots 2, 3, 4,.
' Samuel Quintana, Kephart, N. M.
NW
Sec. 3, and NE4 Sec. 4,
SW4
Antonio Costillo, Bueyeros, N. M. Twp 21N.. Rng
29E.. N. M. P. M.. ha.
Canuto Gonzales, Bueyeros, N. M.
filed notice nf intpntinn fn mil. Pinol
PAZ VALVERDE,
Three Year Proof, to establish claim
Register
Jan. 17 -- Feb. 14
to the land above described. Wnr V
H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at his
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
office at Roy, N.'M., on the 4th day of
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land March, 1919.
Umce at uayton, ZNew Mexico,
Claimant names as witnesses:
January 4, 1919
William Heath. E. L. Frazier. R. H.
Notice'is hereby given that Asbury Smith. Fred Moore; all of Kephart,
F. Livingston, of Roy, Mora county, iew Mcx.co.
N. M., who, on Aug. 9th, 1915, made
PAZ VALVERDF
II. E. No. 020633. for NW4 Sec. 3. Jan. 17 Feb. 14
Register
Twp 19N., Rng 26E., N. M. P. M "has
filed notice of intention to make Three
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Year Proof, to establish claim to the Department of the Interior, U. S. Land:
land above described, before F.H.FosOffice at Clayton, New Mexico,
ter, U. S. Commissioner, at his office
January 8, 1919
in Roy, N. M., on the 18th day of B'eb.
Notice is hereby given that Benja1919.
min H. Smith, of Kephart, Union coun- Claimant names as witnesses:
ty, N. M., who on January 11," 1915,
John Weisdorfer, B. C. Grunig, Wil-a- made H. E. No. 019152 for S
SE4
Weisdorfer, E. S. Judy, all of Sec. 23, NEV4 and N
Sec. 26,
Roy, N. M.
Twp 22N., Rng 29E N. M. P. M., has
PAZ VALVEKDc;,,,
filed notice of intention to make Final
Register Three Year Proof, to establish claim
Jan. ,17 Feb. '14
to the land above described, before
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
F. H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land his office at Roy, N. M., on the 4th day
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
of March, 1919.
v January 4, 1919
;'
Claimant names as witnesses:
Notice is hereby given that Irvin H.
E. L. Frazier, A. T. Carter, William'
Hornsby, of Roy, Mora county, N. M., Heath, L. S. Hazen, all f Kephart,
ho. on October 16th, 1915, made H. New Mexico.
E. No. 021005. for NW'i NWÍ4, Sec.
PAZ VALVERDft,
4, and NV NEU, Sec. 5, Twp ?0N., Jan. 17 Feb. 14

j
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m

IPatent .Medicines
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by giving; a
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Recently Enlarged,
Newly Furnished and Equipped,

Frank L. Schultz,
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check on he bank adds to his standing with the

4, 1919

r
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that he pays his
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The fact

1919.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
ROY'
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Claimant names as witnesses: ' '
Mc
Weir,
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
John
Jeff McKee. Frank
January 8, 1919
Forland, Charles P. Field, all of David,
4
N
Notice is hereby given that lidgar New Mexico.
L. Frazier, of Kephart, Union county,
VALVERPE,
PAZ
r
.V. M., who, on March 27, and add'l Jan. 17
Register
Feb. 14
July 19, 1915 made H. E. No. 019683,
add'l No. 020487, for W
SWi, Sec.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
34, and SEÍ4 Sec 33, Twp 22N, Rng
29E., N. M. P. M., has filed notice of
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
intention to make Final Three Year
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Proof, to establish claim to the land
January 4, 1919
above described, before F. H. Foster,
Notice is hereby given that Margarita H. Romero formerly Margarita Her
nandez of Mosquero, N. M., who on
January 3, 1916, made Homestead entry application No. 021362, for the

New Mexico.

PÁZ VALVERDE,
Register.

j

up his credit.

(

Notice is hereby given that Don W.
Shinn, of David, Union county, N. M.,
who on Sent. 13, 1915, made II. E. No.
020852, for the NEtt Sec. 1?, Twp 17
N., Rng 30E.,- Lots 1; 2; EV NWU
Sec 7, Twp 17N., Rng 31E., N. M. P.
M., has filed notice of intention to
make Final Three Year Proof to es
tablish claim to the land above deRegister, scribed, before W. II. Willcox, U. S.
Commissioner, at his office at Roy
N. M., on the 18th day of February,

v

Bring all your Mechanical Troubles to ns,
Its Our Business to Fix Them.

Claimant names' as witnesses:
A. T. Carter, William Heath,. Fred
Jove; B. II. Smith, all of Kephart,
1010.

lfN.Kng.2jE Jan.

6, T.

N. M. P. M., 1ias filed notice of
ntention to make Three Year Proof
o establish claim to the land above
lescribed before F. II. Foster, U. S.
Commissioner, at Roy, New' Mexico,
Mb eh Till, I91!..
. on
Claimant names as witnesses:
Ray I .each, v James Sunsbury
J. L, Smith, Frank Smith,
all of Roy, New Mexico.
PAZ, VALVERDE,

Auto Livery; Cars Housed and Cared For at

y

U. S. Ccmmhr.ior.er, a.t liir, office at
Roy, N. M.; on Ihe 4th (lay of March,

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Raymond A. Pendleton, Expert Mechanic, in charge
Automobile Accessories,
Repair Work,

BUHLDU.P

,

Complete" Index tojAll Lands and Town
Mora County. ,

Employs only Expert Mechanics in. all Lines
.

j.

C U. Strong, County Treasurer,

Liberty Garage
Blacksmith & Machine Shop
i
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to help the poor critter, providln' he
knew what damage he'd done, wouldn't
r
you think sor
Malcolm nodded sagely, opened his
mouth to speak and then closed It
again. A sudden recollection came to
him, an alarming recollection.
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MAN'S PART

Synopsis. Atwood Graves, New York lawyer, goes to South Dens
boro, Cape Cod, to see Captain Ellsha Warren. Caught In a terrific
storm while on the way, be meets Cap'n Warren by accident and
goes with the latter to bis borne. The lawyer Informs Cap'n Warren
that his brother, whom he had not seen for eighteen years, has died
and named him as guardian of his two children, Caroline aged twenty,
and Stephen, aged nineteen. The captain tells Orares he will go to
iNew York and look over the situation before deciding whether he will
accept the trust The captain's arrival In New York causes consternation among his wards and their aristocratic friends. The captain
makes friends with James Pearson, a reporter; then he consults with
Sylvester, bead of Graves' firm. The captain decides to accept bis
brother's trust. Sylvester Is pleased, but Graves expresses disgust
and dismay.

VI

Continued.

7
The captain said hat he would be
down later on to talk things over.
Meanwhile, If the "papers and such"
could be got together, It would "sort

of help along."
When Mrs. Corcoran Dunn made her
dally visit to the Warren apartment
that afternoon she found Caroline
alone and almost in tears. Captain
Ellsha had broken the news at the table during luncheon, after which ha
went downtown. Stephen, having raved, protested and made himself generally disagreeable and his sister
miserable, had departed for
the club. It was a time for confidences, and the wily Mrs. Dunn realised that fact. She soothed, comforted and within half an bonr had learned the whole story. Incidentally she
learned that a possible five hundred
thousand was the extreme limit of the
family's pecuniary resources.
"Now yon know everything!" sobbed
Caroline. "Oh, Mrs. Dunn, you won't
desert ns, will your'
"Yon may depend on Malcolm and me,
dear," Mrs. Dunn declared. "We are
not fair weather friends. And, after
all, It Is not so very bad. Affairs might
be very much worse."
"Worse I Oh, Mrs. Dunn, how could
they bet Think of It I Stephen and I
are dependent upon him for everything. We must ask him for every
penny. And whatever he says to do
we must do. We're obliged to."
On Thursday after luncheon as Captain Ellsha sat In his own room reading a book he bad taken from the
library there came a knock at the door.
"Come ahead In!" ordered the captain Caroline entered. Her uncle rose
and put down the book.
"Oh," he exclaimed, "is it you? Excuse me. I thought 'twas the commodoreEdwards, I mean. If I'd known
you was comln' callln', Caroline, I
shouldn't have been quite so bossy."
"Thank on," answered his niece. "I
came to see you on I suppose you
might call It business. At any rate, it
Is a financial matter. I sha'n't detain
you long."
Captain Ellsha was a trifle disappointed.
"Ota," he said, "on business, was It?
I hoped I didn't know but you'd come
Just out of sociability. However, I'm
mighty glad to see yon, Caroline."
"Captain Warren," she began, "I I
came to ask a favor. I am obliged to
ask It because you are our" she almost choked over the hated word "our
guardian, and I can no longer act on
my own responsibility. I wish to ask
you for some money."
- Captain Ellsha nodded gravely.
"I see," he said. "Well, Caroline, I
don't believe you'll find me very close
fisted. I think I told you and Steve
that yon was te4o Just as you'd been
la the toabit of doln'. Is your reglar allowance too small? Remember,
i don't know much about such things
here In New York, and yon must be
frank and aboveboard and tell me if
you have any complaints." "
"I have no complaints. My allowance la sufficient. It is the same that
father used to give me, and it is all I
seed. One of the maids, Annie, has
.rouble at home, and I wanted to help
her- -

The captain nodded once more.
"Annie," he repeated, "that's the rosy
faced one, the Irish one?"
"Yes. Her father was seriously Injured the other day and cannot work.
His hip Is broken, and the doctor's bill
will be large. They are very poor,
She hesiand I thought perhaps"
tated, faltered and then said naught!-- 1
ly, "Father was very sympathetic and
liked to have me do such things."
"Bho! Shot 8artin! Course be did.
I like It too. I'm glad yon came to
How
me Just as yon did, Caroline.
much do yon want to start with?"
"I don't know exactly. I thought I
might ask our own doctor to attend to
the. case and might send them some
delicacies and food." "Good ideal Go right ahead, CaroElow'd the accident happen?
line.
Anybody's fault, was Itr

Caroline's eyes snapped. "Indeed it
wasl" she said Indignantly. "It was
a wet morning after a rain, and the
pavement was slippery. Mr. Morlarty,
Annie's father, was not working that
day, and ha bad gone out to do the
family marketing. He was crossing
the street when an automobile, recklessly driven, so every one says, drove
directly down on him. He tried to
jump out of the way and succeeded,
otherwise he might have been killed,
but he fell and broke bis hip. He is
an old man, and the case is serious."
"Dear, dear, you don't tell me I Poor
old chap 1 The auto feller did he help?
Seems to me be ought to be the one to
be spendln'the money. Twas his fault"
"Help! Indeed, he didn't He and
the man with him merely laughed as if
it was a good Joke, put on speed and
disappeared as quickly as possible."
"Why, the mean swab 1 Did this Mr,
Morlarty or the folks around get the
license number of the auto?"
"No. All they know Is that it was a
big yellow car with two men in it"
"Hey? A yeller car?"
"Yes. Somewhat similar to the one
Malcolm Mr. Dunn drives."
"So, sol Hum Y Where did it hap
1

pen?"
"On

St

mm Mm

him, and the shock and long. Mown
were too much for his system to flgbt
Dr. Henry shook his head dubiously
when the captain asked questions.
And one morning at breakfast Edwards
Informed him that the old man was
dead.

Captain Ellsha, though not greatly
"Where did this accident happen?"
asked Mr. Dunn, his condescending surprised, was shocked and grieved.
It seemed such a needless tragedy, alsmile absent
"At the corner of St Nicholas ave most like murder, although .there was
nue and One Hundred and Twenty-eight- h no malice in it And the thought of the
street It happened last Fri- fatherless children and the poverty of
day mornin' a week ago. And the the stricken family made blm shudder.
But Just before evening bis blueness
car that hit him was a yellow one.
Naturally, when I heard about it I had disappeared. He had just returned
remembered what you told Mr. Syl to bis room, sfter stepping into the hall
vester and me at the club that aft to drop his letter in the man chnte,
ernoon.
I understand bow 'twas of when his niece knocked at the door.hur"Captain Warren," she began
course. If you'd known you'd really
you
hurt the poor old man you'd have stop riedly, "the last time I came to
came to
ped to see him. I understand that the last time' I came here, I
ask a favor, and yon I thought yoo"
Bu- f"Yes, Csrollne," he said fravefy, "I
'Look here," Interrupted Dunn sharp
know what you mean. Won't yoo
ly, "did Caroline send you to me?"
won't you sit down?"
"Caroline? No, nol She don't know
"Captain Warren," she began once
'twas your automobile at alL But more, "the time I came to yon in this
any
spent
money
of
her
I room you were, so I thought, unreason- afore she
thought you'd ought to know, because
I was sure you wouldn't let ber. That's
the way I'd feel, and I felt 'twas no
more'n honest to give you the chance.
I come on my own hook. She didn't
know anything about it"
Malcolm drummed on the desk with
nervous fingers.
"Well," he growled pettishly, "how
much will It take to square things
with the gang? How much damages
do they want?"
"Damages? Oh, there won't be any
The
claim for damages, I guess.
Moriartys don't know you did it and
there's no reason why they should. I
thought maybe I'd see to 'em and do
whatever was necessary, then you
could settle with me, and the whole
business would be Just between us
two. Outside the doctor's bills and
food and nursln' and such all the ex- try will be Just the old man's wages
for the time he's away from the fac
tory. Twon't be very heavy."
"All right! I'm in it, I can see that
and it's up to me to get out as easy as
I can. I don't want any newspaper
"Will yeu forgive us 7" she asksd.
Go ahead. Ill pay the
publicity.
freight"
able and unkind. I asked yon for
Captain Ellsha arose and picked up money to help a poor family in troubis hat
ble, and you refused to give it to me."
Malcolm, frowning heavily, suddenly
"No, Caroline," he interrupted, "I
asked a final question.
didn't refuse; you only thought I did."
"Say," he demanded, "youH not tell
She held np her hand. "Please let
Caroline or Steve a word of this, me go on," she begged. "I thought yon
refused, and I couldn't understand
mind!"
why. I was hurt and angry. I knew
The captain seemed surprised.
"I guess yon didn't catch what I that father never would have refused
said, Mr. Dunn," he observed mildly. me under such circumstances, and you
"I told you this whole business would were bis brother. Bnt since then, only
today, I have learned that I was wrong.
be Just between yon and me."
I have learned"
She paused. The captain was silent
CHAPTER VIII.
He was beginning to hope, to believe
"Thank Yeu, Unole,"
ELI SHA had been pretty once more in bis judgment of characCAPTAIN
with the result of ter, and yet with bis hope and growing
young
Dunn at the hit- joy there was a trifle of anxiety.
to
visit
his
"I have learned," went on bis niece,
ter's office. Malcolm had surrendered,
I can't underperhaps not gracefully or uncondition- ''that Iyetwas mistaken.
why you wished to wait beally, but he had surrendered, and the stand
saying 'yes,' but I do know that it
condition secrecy was one which the fore
most
have been neither because you
suggested.
captain himself had
nor ungenerous.
were
unkind
Captain Ellsha found some solace just come from those poor people, and
unpleasant
the
forgetfulness
of
and
they have told me everything."
life he was leading in helping the
Captain Ellsha started. "What did
stricken Morlarty family. Annie, the they
tell you V he asked quickly. "Who
maid at the apartment he swore to
secrecy. She must not tell Miss Caro told you?"
"Annie and her mother. They told
line of his visita to her parents' home.
me what you had done and were doing
Dr. Henry also, though be could not
yon had been all
understand why, promised silence. Car-- for them, how kind
through the illness and today. Oh, I
know you made them promise not to
tell me, and you made the doctor and
nurse promise too. But I knew some
one had helped, and Annie dropped a
hint Then I suspected, and now I
know. Thosepoor people!"
The captain, who had been looking at
the floor and frowning a bit suddenly
glanced np to,flnd his niece's eyes fixed
;
upon him, and they were filled with
tears.
"Will you forgive me?" she asked,
rising from her chair and coming impulsively toward him. "I'm sorry I
misjudged you and treated you so.
You must be a very good man. Please
forgive me."
He took her hand, which waa swallowed up in his big one. His eyes
were moist also.
"Lord love you, dearie," he said,
"there's nothing to forgive. I realized
that I must have seemed like a mean,
stingy old scamp. Yet I didn't medn to
be. I only wanted to look into this
thing Just a little just as a matter of
square
"Well, hew muoh will It take to
Carobusiness, yon know. And I
things?"
line, did that doctor tell yon anything
ollne herself had engaged his services more?"
"Any more?" she repeated In bewilin the case, and he was faithful.
"Goln to be a pretty expensive Job, derment "He told me that yon were
ain't it, doctor?" asked the captain of the kindest man be. had ever seen."
the physician.
"Yes. yes. Well, maybe his eyesight's
"Rather, I'm afraid."
poorl What I mean is did he tell yon
"All right If expense is necessary anything about anybody else bein' In
don't be afraid of it You do Just what this with me?" '
yon ought to and send the bill to me."
"Anybody else? What do yon mean?"
"Oh, nothln', nothln. I Joked with
"But Miss Warren insisted upon my
sending it to her. She said it was a him a spell ago about a wealthy relaprivate matter and one with which yon tion of the Morlarty tribe tnrnln' up.
as her guardian had nothing to do."
Twos only a joke, of crarse. And yet
"I know. Caroline Intends to use Caroline, I I think I'd ought to say"
her own allowance, I s'pose. Well, let " He hesitated. What could he say?
her think she will If 'twill please her. Even a hint might lead to embarrassBut when it comes to the settlement ing questions, and he had promised
'
call on me. Give her any reason yon Dunn.
want to. Say a er wealthy friend of
"What ought yon to say?" asked bis
the family come to life all at once and niece.
couldn't sleep unless he paid the costs."
"But there isn't any such friend, la
Pearson makes some disthere,. Captain Warren? Other than
closures regarding his relations
yourseir, I mean?"
with Rogers Warren, the deCaptain Ellsha grinned in apprecia
ceased brother of the captain.
Hon of a private poke. "There is someDon't miss the next Installment
body else." be admitted, "wholl pay a
share, anyhow. But anyhow, yon saw ftp
wood or bones or whatever yon have
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
to do, nd leave the rest to me. And
Paper From Linen Rags.
don't tell Caroline or anybody else a
word."
'.
When paper was first made from
News from the Morlarty sick room linen, rags is uncertain, bnt a writer of
continued favorable for a time. Then A. B. 1200 recorded that the linen
with alarming suddenness a change wrappings round mummies were sold
came. The broken hip was mending to the scribes to make paper Cor
Slowly, but poor Pat's age was against
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Start Your
Garden RijLt

S

Send for Maule'
Bced Hook. 176

Nicholas avenue, near One

street"
Hundred and Twenty-eight- h
"Eh? St Nicholas avenue, you say?"
"Yes." Caroline rose and turned to
go. "Thank you. Captain Warren," she
said. "I will tell Dr. Henry to take the
case at once."
The captain did not answer immedi
ately. With his chin in his hand he
was gazing at the floor.
"Good afternoon," said Caroline.
Her uncle looked up.
"Er wait Just a minute, Caroline,1
he said. 'Ton have your doctor go
right ahead and see to the old man,
and you order the things to eat and
whatever's necessary. But afore yon
give Annie or her father any money
I'd kind of like to figger a little mite."
His niece stopped short, turned and
stared at him.
"Oh," she said slowly and icily, "I
understand thoroughly. Don't trouble
to 'figure,' as you call it 'Oh, why
did I humiliate myself? I should have
known!"
"Caroline, please"

But the girl had gone, closing the
door after her.
Half an hour later the captain called
upon Malcolm Dunn, who was mnch
surprised to see him.
Captain Ellsha took the offered chair
and dropped bis hat on the floor be
side it
"Well," observed the young man
after a moment "what's the trouble,
admiral? Better get it off your chest
hadn't' yoj? We're private enough
t,..,:',
here."
"I came to see you about an auto
mobile," said the captain. ;
"An automobile 1" The young man
was so astonished that he actually re
moved his feet from the desk. Then
he burst into a laugh, "An automobile?" he repeated, "Captain, has the
influence of the metropolis made yon
a sport already? Do you want to buy

acarr,

"Buy oner It was Captain Ellsha's
turn to show Irritation. "Buy one of
them things? Me? No, Mr. Dunn,
'taln't that But one of the hired help
up to our place Caroline's place, I
mean is in trouble on account of one
of the dratted machines. They're poor
folks, of coarse, and they need money
to help 'em through the doctorin' and
nursln' and while the old man's ont of
work. Caroline was for glvin' it to
'em right off. She's a good hearted
girl, but I said that Is, I kind df
coaxed her ont of it I thought I'd
ask some questions first Here's the
first one: Don't it seem to you that
the right one to pay for the doctorin'
and nursln' and such of Mr. Morlarty- that's Annie's pa ought to be the
feller who hurt him? That feller In
stead of Caroline?"
"Sure thing! If yon know who' did
it he's your mark."
"Um-hSo I theoght And If he
was a right minded chap he'd be glad
.
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FORCES MALCOLM DUNN, SOMEWHAT

WILLINGLY, TO ACT

CHAPTER

SPANISH-AMERICA-
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An Embarrassing Moment.
"Never unk me to buy anything for
Consoling Thought
"What Is this Ten rf ul tooklng mon- you ngtiin, I was so embarrassed."
"What bawned, my dear?"
ster?"
"While removing things from my
"A dinosaur. It dates back to
"Never mind about looking up its hamllmg to get the conductor his fare,
age. There Is qulte'enough satisfac- I held up your plug of tobacco."
tion for me In the knowledge that I Judge.
can drive my motorcar all oves, this
blessed country of ours and never run
into a beast like that."

the"

TOO WEAK

A REAL

TO FIGHT

LOSS.

The "Come-lacfe- "
nan was really never
Hi weakened condition ,
becauw of overwork, lack oi exercise, improper eating and living demands stimula- - '
downind-out- .

to satisfy the cry for s
ippetite and the refreobing sleep essential
to strength. GOLD MEDAL Haarlem Oil
Capsules, the National Resoedy of Holland,
will do the work. They are wonderful.
Three of these capsules each dar will put
a man on his feet before he knows it;
whether his trouble comes from ario acid
poisoning, the kidneys, gravel or stone in
the bladder, stomach derangement or other
Amerlilments that betall the
ican. The best known, most reliable remedy for these troubles is GOLD MEDAL
This remedy baa
Haarlem Oil Capsules.
stood the test tor more than 200 years
ince its discovery at the ancient laboratories in Holland. It acts directly and
gives relief at once. Don't wait until you
but take them
sre entirely
today. Your druggist will gladly refund
rour money if they do not help you. Accept no substitutes. Look for the name
GOLD MEDAL on every box, three sizes.
They
re the pure, originak. imported
Lion

is

health-givin-

g

'

over-zealo-

down-and-ou- t,

The Vice President The cashier's
run away with over $500,000 he's

Adv.

Hanrlem Oil Capsules.

Over the Alps Via Auto.
company has spent a large
and
amount for road improvement
cited?
The Vice President Fifty dollars of equipment and plans to carry passengers over some routes in the Alps in
it was my money.
electric automobiles.
A Mystery.
Divided Ownership.
Newedd Did you spend as much
boy
little Smith
Knloker The
money as this before I married you?
Mends half his time with each pnr-;n- t.
Mrs. Newedd Why, yes.
Newedd Then I an't understand
liocker Something like a rnilroad.
why your father went on so when I
took you away from - him. Boston
gone, cleared out.
Bunk President Why 'are you so

Transcript.

ex-

A Kwisri

'

Promises.
"I am afraid you have been unable
to keep your promises."
"Yes," replied Senator Sorghum;
"some promises are like eggs. You've
got to break 'em to get at the Inside
facts and then keeping them becomes
out of the question."

Weekly Health Tallts

:

The Many Mysteries
of Nature
BY L. W. BOWER, M. D.

You can take an onion seed and a pansy
teed, and plant them side by side ia the
tame spot of ground. In one case, yoti
The Adversity pf Genius.
"I'll tell you, gentlemen," shouted get an onion, with its peculiarly strong
the lecturer, "this is an age when odor, and in the other you get a flower el
rare beauty. You can plant a poppy seed
genius Is recognized."
habit-farmin- g
"It certainly Is," interrupted a seedy-lookin- g and get opium (a dangerous,
chap with the mournful mus- drug), or you can plant a rhubarb seed and
constipation. No
tache in the front row. "That's why get something that helps can
explain these
everybody slips down a side street till scientist, living or dead,
mysteries of Nature. Behind the invisible
It goes by."
life germ in each seed is hidden the deep
secret that nobody understands. EveryNot Definite Enough.
thing growing out of the ground seems inJones Do you remember me lend- tended for some use in establishing natural
ing you $5 or $10 some six or eight conditions. Dr. Pierce, of Buffalo, N. Y.,
long since found out what is naturally best
months ago?
all
Brown Greut Scott, manl Do you for women's diseases. He learned it The
treating thousands of cases.
through
money
expect to raise
on such ambiguresult of his studies was a medicine called
ous statements of fact as thatt
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription. This
Akron Times.
medicine is made of vegetable growths that
nature surely intended for backache, headache, weakening drains, bearing-dow- n
Commodities.
pelvic in"The purchasing power of money pains, periodical irregularities,

flammations,, and for the many disorders

has decreased.'
common to women ia all ages of life. Dr.
"That's right," replied Senator
Pierce's Favorite Prescription is made of
"Out my way you can't buy one lady's slipper root, black cohosh root, univote now for what used to be the price corn root, blue cohosh root and Oregon
grape root.' Women who take this standof two or three dozen."
ard remedy know that in Dr. Pierce's
Favorite Prescription they sre getting a
Valuable Space.
safe woman's tonie se good that druggists
"So you think people are too fat as
sell1 it.
u rule."
Favorite Preseriptioe should have the
"I do," Veplied the conductor. "If full confidence of every woman in America
was thinner ; there'd - be because it contains no alcohol and no
everybody
Dr. Pierce knew, when he first
room for more people to stand lip I ii
made tita staaftkrd medicine, that whisky
the car."
and morphia are injurious, and so he has
Sor-gliiii-

nar-coti-

'

always kept them out of his remedies.
Which Is Proof.
8en4 10c to Dr. Pierce's Invalids' Hotel,
"Love Is a game," sighed the happily Búllalo, N. Y, for trial pkg.of tablets.
miserable bloke, as be looked around
TO THE
for an appreciative audience.
" "Well,
It's a cinch It isn't a card
CONGRESS
game," responded the facetious feller,
AT CNICACO.ILL.rCB. 18, 10, 20
bUmUMtl Uew riTtliea
"'cause people are always satisfied
$5,000 IH CASH PRIZES
with the hand they hold."
IN Raejaterod Shorthorns
iatheShowudAU

ccr.s

CrsnTEOIlN
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Concentrstlon.
"What are your politics?"
"Just now," replied Senator Sorghum, thoughtfully, "I'm anti-Haand
that's as far as 1 am permitting myself to get."

Fitting the Occasion.
"How appropriate was the welcome
given to the man who came in after
the others when the host explained
he had forgotten to greet him."
"Why appropriate?"
"Because it was a tardy greeting to
a late friend."
The Retort Courteous.
I was going to offer a penny for
your thoughts, but perhaps they're not
worth It.
She They're not. I was thinking of
you.

lie

V
tVauKia

awüm

to be Sola ia tha Auction
The Shorthorn la the farm
er's breed. Beotana rut la.
Mow la the time to ofodnn
both. (X)Mi ftnd JilUNv,
your neighbor. Look ovor
this or. tu and Kt acquaint
oa auto toe ireaer,
frecdert' iUmtaúM, CfcfctC

'
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For Coughs end Colds

Books rea. Hisb-eBeet raen.ta.

tbce a tried and tested remedrone tkat
acts promptly and effectively and contains
no opiates. You get that remedy by asking for
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The picture Is that of Marie-Ad- e
laide of Luxemburg, born 1894, who
was grand duchess of that Interesting
little grand duchy until January 15,
and has been a storm center, ver since
the Germans befean their ' victorious
march backward to the Rhine. She
Conies from the German house of Nas
sau. ' When ; the war started her
enemies accused her 0f being
though' she had, protested when
the Hun passed through hi his lnvaslon of Belgium.;
January 9 the democratic factions
In parliament declared a revolution,
deposed the gran'd duchess, called out
the army of 272 officers and soldiers
and started with a crowd for the
e
pulace to tell
all about
it. They met a regiment from allied
headquarters, whpse colonel Informed
thorn that the revolution was off and
that they were on their way homo.
They went. Nevertheless the revoltt
tlon stayed on and January 34
abdicated and her younger
sister, Charlotte Adelgonde, succeeded her. In case Charlotte Adelgonde
loses her Job, there are four more sisters.
One of the Interesting incidents was this: When the American troope
entered It was planned .to have
and General Tershlng review
the troops side by side on a balcony. A revolutionary delegation went to
American headquarters and begged that the Anferican should not stand beside
the grand duchess "because .that would interfere with certain plans." But
General Pershing did stand close to the grand duchess and the revolutionists
were quiet as lambs. Anotlftr feature Was a republic lasting six hours.
'
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Constipation and Diarrwjei
and revcrivnnc33

In

'

Uso

For Oyer

Thirty Years
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Exact Copy of Wrapper.

Txe

Everywhere.
"The literary men
Is
treat dfarth of good fairy tales."
"They don't know my husband."

'v'T-n'VTN- ot

say-ither-

'a

matter how positive a woman
may be of qnythlng she is seldom willing to bet money on It.

-

i
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A Warning.
"I say, r.Inks, lend me your typt
"
writer girl for n spell."
"All right, but she's phonetic."

When a man looks Into a mirror h
imagines ho sees the'' reflection of
hero.

:!..,

-
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Marie-Adelaid-

Marie-Adelald- n

""
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HOW ABOUT "LIBERTY FUEL?"

-

Swift & Company's 1919 Year Book,
just out, tells you
What Swift & Company' profits
were in 1918,
The truth about the Federal Trada

Address Swift & Company
Union Stock Yards, Chicago, Illinois '

Swift

&

Company, U. S. A.

.

LOOK AT CHILD'S

Stuck Up for Hit Dad.
He was a loyal little, shaver and he
wouldn't let anything said against his
parents go unchallenged.
One rainy
Sunday afternoon the boy next door
Vvas visiting,
and said:
"Listen to
your father snoring In the library."
"Pa isn't snoring," was the indignant reply. "He's dreaming about a
Bosdug an' that's the dog growlln'."
ton Transcript.

STOMAGHJPSET?
PAPE'S DIAPEPSIN AT ONCE ENDS
SOURNESS, GAS, ACIDITY,
fNDIGESTION.
. When meals upset you and you belch
gas, acids and undigested food. When
you have lumps of indigestion pain or
any distress In stomach you can get
relief instantly No waiting I

TONGUE IF SICK,

GROSS, FEVERISH

Look at the tongue, mother!
coated, it is a sure sign that your lit
tle one's stomach, liver and bowels
It nil depends on the frnme of mind
needs a gentle, thorough cleansing at whether or hot the picture of imaginaonce.
tion Is good, had or indifferent.
When peevish, cross, listless, pale,
doesn't sleep, doesn't eat or act natu
rally, or Is feverish, stomach sour,
breath bad ; has stomach-ache- ,
sore
throat, diarrhoea, full of. cold, give a
teaspoonful of "California Syrup of
Figs," and in a few hours all the foul,
constipated waste, undigested food
and sour bile gently moves out of the
little bowels without griping, and you
.
have a well, playful child again.
Tou needn't coax sick children to
,

Look out for Spanish Influenza.
At the first sign of

a cold take

Sir Arthur Pearson is now at the
head of St. Dunstan's Hostel for
Blinded Soldiers and Sailors in Regent's park, London. Six years ago
he was the proprietor of five big Eng
Ilsh dallies and a string of magazines
throughout Great Britain. In the
primo of life, he was advancing in
wealth and power when he mysteri
ously lost his sight. Without warning,
this man of many activities was condemned by fate to spend the rest of
his days in utter darkness. He sold
his papers to give him time to concentrate on a great new ambition. He
would bring a message to blind men
everywhere.
He would restore their
confidence.
Then he became president of the
National Institute for the Blind. Just
a few months later the war broke out,
and Sir Arthur launched a plan for
Photo
of
the restoration to
blinded soldiers '.and sailors.
St.
Dunstan's was successful from the start. It now has more than 400 students
and has trained and equipped more than 000 graduates who would once
,
have been considered "hopelessly" blind.

take this harmless "fruit laxative;"
they love Its delicious taste, and it
always makes them feel splendid.
AskFour druggist for a bottle of
"California Syrup of Figs," which has
directions for babies, children of all
age and for grown-up- s
plainly on the
.Beware of counterfeits sold
bottle.
here. To be sure you get the genuine,
ask to see that it Is made by the "Cali
fornia Fig Syrup Company." Refuse
any other kind with contempt. Adv.
In

Mother

igaln?
Father

Is

the Pantry.
Johnny at

the

jam

,

Yes, n case of self deter
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Transcript:

Sl.OO AN ACRE!

k
Texaa land., 640 to 40.0UO acrea.ll .06 loll. :
balance HO yo&ra 6tt. Mnxloo landa, 1.ÜU0 to
ca.h.
i 00
1UI.UIK) arree on Bio ctrnnilo,
per aere wak.
TBXAS-MHI1CBANCU CO.. Bn Antonio. Teiaa

W. N. U., DENVER, NO.
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By n imanlmous vote the national
council has named Count Michael
Karolyl the first president of the Hungarian republic, at the same time
charging hi in to form a cabinet In a
manner; which he considers best. During the same meeting the National
council, which since the revolution has
been regarded as the sole legal sohrce
of authority, received the resignations
of all the members of the former cabinet. It long has been ugreed that the
1
appointment of Count Karolyl to the
presidency was the only way of clearing the atmosphere, as he Is above all
the platforms of the various parties.
Count Karolyl protests that he al
ways was a friend of the entente. On
many occasions Count Tlsza tried to
kV.;..
' -'
Imprison him for bold Interpolations
7
In parliament. Once his life was In
Sr. '
jeobardy for the same reason.
'
It Is unique to heur a member of
lu
one of the oldest and haughtiest aris
tocratic families in Hungary talk like some socialist dreamer of modern times.
.
He says:
.'
. "No peace which Is not partially socialistic will safeguard the world from
future wars. President Wilson has thia in mind. It constitutes his 'fifteenth
olnf as yet unstated which must be developed before a treatr Is sUraed."

n.. r.
Dandruff and

AllániffKlfftj; Soap 28, Ointment 28 AGO,TfJrmnK,
flample each free of "0tlmr. Ppt B,
'a

Foolish Question.
Barber How would yon like to have
our hair cut, sir?
Uncle Hawbuck Fust rate, thankee!
That's jest what I kein in for. Bos-

PRESIDENT

QUININE

ncnmi;

II

T

bvii.-.-.-

FIRST HUNGARIAN

Rt

tmhlt
Standard cold remedy for 10 ywa
wmant mus. uu vmmwm
i up a cold
la 14 houra relieve, grip In 3 daya. Money
back if It fatta. The genuine box haa Red top
with ait. Hill'a picture. At All Drug Store..

.

mination.
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CASCARA
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And many other vital facts.

-

What Puzzled Him.
Though
a strange, unbelievable
peace settled over the Argonne with
the signing of the armistice, life
changed little for the road menders.
One pensive negro was gravely
(lulling the soup mud out of the enter
uf the highways when his roving eye
was caught by the gleam of, two service stripes on the sleeve of a soldier
who was 'walking, laughing, by. The
road worker paused In his labors and
,'uzed Incredulous.
"My Gawd," he murmured, 'dat
vhite man has been n whole yeah in
(lis country an' he kin, still laff."
Stars and Stripes.

His Choice of Work.
She And would you be content to
live a life of complete Idleness?
He Oh, no. I'd like to have enough
money so' that I Would be kept busy
If spending It. Boston Transcript.

7

inn

.a

Commission's investigation,
Why the prices of butter and eggs
are so high,
Whether or not you agree with us after
reading this Year Book, you will at least
know both sides.
Vou will find it interesting; Americans like
to hear about big things done in a big way.
You will also discover that we are merely
human beings like yourself, doing in the best
v
possible way a necessary service.
Legislation is pending in Washington; as
a good American citizen you want to know
both sides of this question. It concerns you,
as well as one of the most important industries
in the country.
Do not hesitate to send for a copy of this
booklet. Your name and address are all we need.

Thoie who object to liquid medicine can secure Parana Tableta

As soon as you eat a tablet of
Pape's Diapepsln all the indigestion
pain stops. Gases, acidity, heartburn,
flatulence and dyspepsia vanish. Pape's
Diapepsln" tablets cost very little at
drug stores. Adv.

BUND LEADING THE BLIND

Both Sides?

.

fuel administration the mixture was
found to contain about .65 per cent of
benzol. Inasmuch as the supply of
benzol Is limited the amount of Liberty fuel that could be produced woald
be only about 2 per cent of the present output of casoline. 'Moreover, the
fuel when tested left a gummy residue,
wnicn wouiü plug Dp carburetors.Tind
,
revealed many other tlráwbacks.
'r On the other hand, flie' xc'Ay donnrt.
ment says that the fuel administration
must nave tested one of the 28 "fake"
mixtures fixed w durinr the war to

And there you are!

Do You Want to Know

Brcnckial

t

I wish to state that
always
keep Peruna In the house.
I
Is
think It
a good medicine to
have on hand. If I commence
taking a cold, I take Peruna and
It breaks It up for me. It la
also good for the Bronchial
Tubes."
Peruna hat aerved tho American people for more than forty
year. Thoie who know it value
always have it at hand. Why
not you?

GIVE CALIFORNIA SYRUP OF FIQ3
AT ONCE IF BILIOUS OR
CONSTIPATED.

Automobllists are in a state of
mind over the conflicting stories current about the new "Liberty fuel", of
the war department.. According to the

and. without easiflcation si'pnt
Ita
products of comuiwtifiü arepoch'C than' gasoline. It Is noncorroslve. It does
.lUt'gUOfllll BUUL Or CUrOOn. Dill Kllirm tho onino mora nwlllv hir nuiinllna
The quality and specific eravitv aré rhn nfrPilhlp fif will ttnri fha mihcf ttntn
shows no 111 effect on the lubrlcatlnir nil. It m ígnito ni fnm oDi,
flame. No special apparutus is required either In the engine or carbureter or
u uiB iimimnicujre oi ine luei.
MaJ. O. B. Zimmerman of the war department, one of the inventors of
the Liberty fuel, hopes to have the lid removed no that an authoritutive state- Kn
llnir,

it

Good for

HURRY, MOTHER! REMOVE POI
SONS FROM LITTLE STOMACH,
LIVER, BOWELS.

it is described as scentless, tasteless,

fi'í

writes:

Cc!cL

Inflamnatio&s.

'

"' ;
fool German spies. ".
According to the war department,
the cost of manufacture Is 40 ner cent
lower than that of making, gasoline:

In.
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Rlr. Robert McDouzall. R.
R. No. 6, Liberty, Indiana,

Breaks up

For Infants und CMMren.
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Besides those painful attacks of in
digestion; that awful bloated, lumpy
feeling after eating and. downright
stomuch misery that you who have
experienced It know so well; besides1
disgusting belchlnci.
sour stomach and distressing heartburnbesides nil this,
undermines the health and saps the
strength of millions. .
If you don't get rid of those stomach
miseries there is no telling where your
stomach troubles will end, for it Is a
well known scientific fact that many
serious ailments have their start in

till

iliOMS

fering and makes It cool, sweet, comfortable and strong.
There can be no further excuse for
you to allow
to wreck
your health pile up misery upon misery until you get to the point where
you feel down and out and that life
kas lost all its joys. Remember, Just
as
ruins teeth, so
ruins health.
Take EATONIC. It's good, just like
a bit of candy and makes the stomach
feet fine. You can then eat the things
you like and, what Is more, every
mouthful you eat will count,In creating
an
power and energy.' You'll feei so much
Start now this very day to get rid better have punch and pep the powof your stomach
miseries.
Take er and will to do things and get reEATONIC the
remedy sults, and your stomach misery will be
wonderful
that absorbs the excess acid from the gone.
stomach and brings INSTANT relief.
Take our advice. Get a big box of
You simply have no idea how much EATONIC from your druggist today.
better, stronger and brighter you feel It costs so little. If It falls to remove
at once. It drives out all the gas and your stomach distress, he will rotund
bloat, puts an immediate stop to belch- your money. That is guaranteed j you
ing and heartburn, ends storanch suf are to be satisfied or money refunded.
h

acid-mout- h

h

'
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WjI r(Iiere Be Enqugh ib Go Around?

Í Personal Mention

More Creátñ Better Ccu'ntry.
We are now prepared to
buy Cream' in any quantity
whether hand skimcd orcp-- '
abated. Have made the cream
Business a study and will be
glad to give any information
to Kelp you get the best results from your dairy nerds.-Wil- l
test your Cows free of
charge and if you have a cow
noj. paying her way turn her
for one that will.Work with me and we will

ailllllll!lllli:i!llllll!lillllllll!llili:jllllffl
We nave 37 names on

our list
who have received
notice of delinquency and have
not responded to it. We take it
that you don't want the paper
any longer and don't intend to
pay for what yoa have had of jt
so we will discontinue your paper after this week.. It will save
us the trouble of , printing and
and mailing it to you and wont
reduce our income any that we
can notice.
There are stiil twenty timesas
many people who dp want the
and pay for it so we'll get
of person

S--

An epidemic of colds seems
to be raging in town this week.
It has not developed any cases
so bad a3 to call it Flu but makes its victims miserable while it
last.

ft

.

Now since the few days" of
warm weather,
T.ieS-"Devil" has begun to
wonder whether
Type Lice are getting bad,
Or were always bad.

-

Cream Town on the Mesa in
191&. Wé aré located in the
F. M. Co. Warehouse; n
yours for more Cream,
TV Jt Strong.

On Thursdayhe learned of thase
little whelps that infests old
type, leads, rules, and slugs.

Mrs.
Lucile Price- - Caldwell
was a guest of Miss Etta Hornf
those baker in Roy Saturday and
Sun
week day

Sam Ratcliff is among
who remembered us th3
with another years subscription.

An'MrhprMOSnltinl,- "A yótitig guíHiisiuan called

Joe Mitchell has leased Jthe
farm of Mrs. Irvin Ogben near
Pleasant View and will farm and
pasture it ajong with his own
land this summer.
Casy Immobilization.

In hirdi mill mammals Immobilize
P. J. Conklin, Mgr. of 'the
Hun can he occasioned (it will. In the
Southwestern Farm Loan Co. is seventh eeufury Kireher Immobilized
getting located in the corner fowls merely ly turning tliem upon
rooms under the Masonic Hall their backs. The experiment can be
successfully
with any kind of
and is getting after the business bird I have made
performed it with
spar-row-

right.

with u wryneck and with the
finch Immediately after their capture,
thus excluding all Idea of trainings
The same result can be obtained with
various mammals, especially with
mice. Exchange.
i
.

He has some very attractive
stationary and circulars printed
office, has a fine line
at the
of calendars and advertising
novelties and is going after just
the business he wants in the C. C. Moore, of Mosquero, was
ngnt way. lie has a very at a welcome visitor at the
tractive proposition for those shop Saturday. He wiH read
who must borrow money on land our paper in the future, in fact
Jiere and you should see him
it is ourforgetftlness which prevented his starting sooner.
Adv.
S-- A

S--

,

the

oth--- er

day on n certain finandler; who Insisted on nhówlug him over' his
private house, informing him i
not only where he purchased very or- tide in it but th- - price he ptiM tOr
'he- had 'Onishetl 'ho asked hi i
visitor 'lf; h could - suggest any im- nrovement' In th urrhngement! of the'
house. "Well," was thé reply ."If you
were tat hinrk a 11 the gowls lit' plain ;
figures It 'would 'kiive you o good deal!
'
f trouble.'-- '
mag--nlflce-

Hundreds of hungry war sufferers making, wey for the arrival of trucR bearing food. Demand U alwaya
geater than supply In the starvation districts of Western At.', the region which
bled and starved by Turk- 11
t it..-- .
i I. jf
lahilúman iu..f... iihnn
mu caiiiyaiKu ia ra;so iunag ior uiee war sunerers wnr oe lacr.cnea in jno soutnwest r eoruirj"
"u
jiue for one week.
J

Clarence Leffler left Saturday
telling us he was going to southern California for a time. He
has been living on his homestead
for the past year and will return
to it when he has worked awhile.

"Roy" the; Banner

make

A

ramino untesr tuAmerican people
bring their home' consnmptlon dow
to the barest1 minimum that will mai-tn- n
-

MUST INCREASE

liV0iy.D LINK EAST ANO WtST

health amr strength;
to Make the American Exp
There
ot famine In Proposal
y
Force In- China
ditionary
Europe that will'
power
our
Amy,
a
Student
to remedy. There' nre- 40,0(K),0X)i people In North) Hussla whom there Is
Under the agreement entered Into
America Called on by End of smnll chqnce- - of reaching with food
between
the powers and China followthis venter. Their transportation Is
War to Supply Added
demoralized In 'Complete anarvliy, und ing tlie Boxer uprising; in WOO, the
shortly many of their port will be Unlteu States government was per- Noted, .T'riedi'- - Experienced
Millions.
frozen, even! It Internal transport mitted to' keep am expeditionary force
of about $,000 men- ihi China, says Milcould b realized.
lard's Itevtewv. Thl force is stallonel
To
Preaerve?
Civil
izatioB.
ECONOMY
NEEDED.
STILL
at Tientsin and Pekín, about I,.r00 men
At this moment' Germany tins not being staUOned:
at tlie former place If you want thé services of an
alone sucked' the' food aiul animals and the rest
K SALESMAN1
as a kgntton
stntioiwd
Over Thre Timet Pro-W8hipirerrU :from all those mHSses- - of. (MHiple she
guard in Feklh;. Ib Una now been proworkSiás-alwayproven
has dominated' and left sturving, hut posed to Míe 'American government at whose
"Required Situation fn Wheat and
she ha left behind1 hen Mtit wreck- W'ashlngtOli.""tliati the regular army satisfactory, iti'wílí make" you
Fat ProVea Government'
age of swlnt I list1 tut Ions, and this
troops stationed' afr Tientsin be re- Money to consult 'fne before''rnak-ins- r
Policy Sound.
with
mtun of people
called to AmerHraiftirrservlce In France
your SALE I DATES.
absolute unarctiy)
by a contingent
we valHei wir'iwrtliitafety and the and their places tiikeo
If
No Sale tott' Near
Fir.".
With tfo puis In Enrwp sllewced,
men who are
of the saimvnumllwr-w- f
orgaritaiKloiviofi'tHs-- world, lf-we have-wn- r
now in trainihg.ihiAunertca at the varit consider a new worM .octal
value the preservation of etvltlzatlon
food sltuutUMt.
But there can fwr tv luelf, we canmrt'permHi gnowtb
No Sale too Ldrpre: or "Small,',
under the provision
of this ous cantotunent
hope that tbw
lcfine of onr exports
Selective-draft- .
of
The Idea origthe
In
,
can be lightened te th nilgliles de- 'cancer
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Axel Carlson, bf Rockford

Lafe Deubler is preparing

1o

111.,

have a farm sale Feb. 18th. He
sends for another year of the
has a lot of stuff to sell you will
and insists he is still interested need this sprisg. See his bills
in his friends here. They have next week.
.had a very mild climate in 111.
and things are starting to grow
Getting Rid of Colds
like Spring. We prophesy they
The easiest and quickest way to gel
will have some winter yet.
rid of a cold is to take Chamberlain's
S-- A

Provision for a state wide pri
mary liw is made in a bill intn
duccd in the hause on Tuesday
6ff Speaker A. A. Sedilb, under
,therms of which each political
partyáhall hold a primary élécl-ioon the second Saturday in
September to nominate all the
canidates on the ticket from Senator on down. The primary of
ach party shall be held independently of the other, ' as' the
.'ill provides for a straight party
primary. It is predicted that the
bill will meet with strong opposi
Aim from the members of the
shakers own party, and that its
passage may be attended with
considerable difficulty.
Tntiilah'on for Pieikent Wil
son was drawn from both houses
ot the Legislature this week by
a joint resolution offered- in the
Senate by Senator L. C.
Democratic solon from
Curry County, wherein the President was invited to the Sun- West- of
chlno www nn- his tour
UlilllW
0
savor
measure
rn states. The
ing of party tendencies and
many expressions from
the Republican members of both
houses, passed without undue
friction, and goes down in the
history of this session as a Democratic stroke for the World's
greatest Leader.
n
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Cough Remedy. This preparation has
been in use for many years and its
value fully, proven. No matter what
remedy you use, however, care miist
be taken not to contract a second cold
before you have recovered from the
first ope, and there is serious danger
of this. A man of middle age or older
hould go to bed and stay in bed until
fully recovered. It is better to stay
in bed three days at the start than
three weeks later on.

Sale dates for Col F. 0. White
for February thus far are ,
Other sales are
in

prospetcfor iutervening dates.

of La Cintav CanWednesday and
town
yon, was in
.His
son, Scott Arcalled on us.
up
a lot of calves
nold is buying
will
be around the mesa for
and
a time looking them up.
Mr. ArnoW,

That Terrible Headache
Do vou have periodic attacks of the
headache accompanied by sickness of
the stomach or vomiting, a sallow skin
and dull eyes ? If so, you can get quick
relief by taking Chamberlain's lab-leas directed for biliousness, and
you may be able to avoid these attacks
if you observe the directions with each
ts

package.
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by the mime of Rrriullc
years,
Ilerrmindez, aged twenty-thre- e
died In n little carhouse down by the
depot. The man never had a doctor
and so no one knows what killed him.
San Miguel (Cal.) Examiner.
A Mexican
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Taylor Holmes in "A Pair of
o
Thursday
Sixes", at the
night, 6 reels of nothing but
clean comedy and ridiculous fun,
at usal prices.
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Harry Hughes has been ap
pointed U. S. Commisoner at So-- ,
Col. J. G. Reed and son will lano. The first case set beforé
We a sale Feb. 28th. at their him came in this week.
farm3iiear Solano. Mrs. Reed
W. II. Guthman returned this
finds the altitude here too high
to
remove
will
they
week from a two weeksn visit
for ler,
Cot.
has
The
level.
.some lower
with his sons at Dawson, He
steadfast
most
.beenoneof the
had a fine time and picked up a
many
and
mesa
pioneers of the
lot cf learning alcng several
friends will regret the necessity lines,
lor his leaving.

.v":" !
A:b for the Doctor.
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Letter Boxee in the Heights.
In the Alps there Is one letter box
at nn elevation of nearly 10,000 feet
above the sea level fron which there
are collections four times u day. There
are several letter receptacle at nn elevation of between 6,000 and 7,000 feet.
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